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Young Wild. West and the cowbOy Sports
OR, FUN AND FIGHTING ON THE RANGE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER 1.-The Game of "Dlaw Pokee."
One very warm afternoon, a few years ago, a
dozen or more men might have been seen gathered in a group under a wide-spreading ti-ee that
stood at the side of the general store in the little
town of El Quito, New Mexico. The crowd consisted of cowboys, Mexicans, and men who cared
more for lounging about than they did for work,
and all seemed to be much interested. There was
nothing strange ·in this, since a g·ame of draw
lOker was in progress, the playe1·s being a fancyooking greaser, a raw-boned man, who might
have been a hunter by his general appearance,
and a typical Chinaman, who looked to be so innocent that to some it seemed a shame, since he
was a stranger in the town, and the two men
he was playing with \Yere know by the spectato1·s to be expert card sharps.
If a stranger had happened along just then
he would have taken it for grnnted that the
Mexican was the only one of the trio who mig!Jt
be called a gambler. The hu11teT did not look
it, while the innocent-appearing Chinaman certainly seemed to be very green at the game. But
that is where he would have made a mistake,
for the Chinaman was no other than Hop Wah,
who was known as Young Wild West's Clever
Chinee. He was not only a professional card
sharp, but a very clever .sleight-of-hand performer
as well. Hop had dropped around to the store
almost as soon as Young Wild ·west and his
friends arrived at the little town that was situated so close to the border line of Old Mexico
that the inhabitants were composed of about as
many Mexicans as Americans, while a . few Indians, half-breeds and negroes added to the population. The fancy-looking Mexican bore the name
of Montez, and he was the foreman of "Thoroughbred Ranch," which was located ten miles to the
west of El Quito. This ranch was unlike any of
the places to be found in that part of the country.
The owner was purported to be very wealthy,
and being of a sportive turn of mind, he had
stocked his ranch with only thoroughbred cattle
and horses. The men who worked for him had
been nicknamed the Cowboy Sports, and Montez
was the leader of them. This man happened to
be at the store when the Chinaman arrived. He
had been at the saloon which was not far distant, and after finding nothing there to attract
his attention, he had stl'Olled leisurely over and
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taken a seat beneath the tree, where there were
some benches scattered about. No one in El
Quito worked in the heat of the day, so there
were several loungers taking it easy there. One
of them happened to be the hunter we have mentioned. His name was Hap Spencer, and though
he was called a hunter by all who know him, he
was better known as a prosperous gambler, even
though he did not look it.
It happened that Montez and Spencer had met
several times in games in cards, and there was a
rivah·y between them, since they were both experts. They were talking about draw poker when
the Chinaman appeared before th~m, puffing away
at a big black cigar and acting ve1·y cool in spite
of the very warm d.a y.
"You , wantee play lillee gamee dlaw pokee?"
he asked.
The two me,n were surprised at this, but when
the clever Chinaman coolly produced a big roll
of money, and declared that he was always ready
for a game, they fell right into the notion at
once. The men lounging about forgot all about
the heat, and they surrounded the players, for,
as has been stated, they all knew the Mexican
and the hunt~·. If ever an innocent victim had'
seated himself at a table for the purpose of playing draw poker, Hop Wah seemed to be the one.
He went on shuffling the cards, dropping them
now and then, until he was finally ready for the
deal. Then he placed the pack on the table, and
nodded for the Mexican to make the cut. Montez
did this, and then Hop Wah dealt the cards
a1·ound, one at a time, and rather slowly, as
though he were afraid he might make a mistake.
As cl.ever as his opponents were, they did not
notice t11at he had put the cut back on the top,
thus leaving the cards the same as they wel'e
when he had laid them · down. Spencer had put
up an ante of five dollars this time, he thinking it safe to do this, after hearing what the
Chinaman said. When Spencer looked at the
five cards dealt to him he found he had three
kings. This was quite pleasing to him, but he
was not the sort to give away his l1and, eithe1·
by word or look. Montez was a little surprised
when he found himself the possessor of three
queens; but, like the hunter, he did not let on
that he was pleased. The Chinaman picked up
liis cards, 011e at a time, and holding them closl!
to h~s bre3:st, studied them carefully, as though
he d1d not Just know what to do. · Montez chipped
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in his ten dollars, and then Hop laid down his
cards, and after thinking for a few seconds, slipped up a like amount.
"That's right, heathen," nodded the hunter,
giving a chuckle. "You're a sport, all right."
"How many cards you wantee?"
"Well, I reckon I'll take two," and Spencer discarded.
"Ther same for me," -said Montez, who could
speak English as well as any of the Americans
in that part of the country.
"Allee light," and smiling sweetly the clever
Chinaman dealt them the cards thev asked for.
Then he picked up his hand, and after studying it a moment looked at both his companions
"
and said:
"Me allee samee forgittee lillee bit. Me wantee
know if um full hand allee samee beatee um
flush."
"It sartinly will, heathen," the hunter retorted,
with a laugh, while the Mexican nodded to bear
him out in what he said.
"Allee , light. Len me takee one card, so be."
He quickly placed the one he desired to throw
away upon the table with the rest, and then took
a card from the top of the pack. It was the hunter's bet, so he coolly slipped up ten dollars. The
Mexican nodded in approval, met the bet, and
raised it ten. Hop smiled in a childish sort of
way, and then raised it ten more.
"Me allee samee tlue blue sport, so be," declared Hop, as he counted the necessary amount
and pushed it into the pile, and then added a
hundred more to it. "Me allee samee makee lillee
laise of a bundled dollee, so be."
"Whew!" exclaimed Spencer, looking at the
Chinaman in surprise. "I reckon you're gittin'
a little reckless, heathen. But nev~r mind. Yer
ain't goin' ter bluff me out, not by a jugful."
A smile crept over the swa1·thy face of the
Mexican, and then, without a word, he met the
raise and lifted it another hundred. The Chinaman now seemed to appear more innocent than
ever. He glanced at the cards he held in his
hands, and then coolly made it five hundred
better. This was something that neither of the
gamblers had figured on. The fact was that the
hunter did not possess that much money.
"Hold on, heathen," he spoke up, quickly. "I
reckon you're goin' a little more than my limit.
It's my fault, though, 'cause I was there first
to make a raise. But if want to be nice about
it, jest draw back a hundred an' fifty, an• then
I'll call yer. That's all ther money I've got
with me."
"I'm satisfied," declared Montez, as he nodded
to the Chinaman.
Hop coolly withdrew a hundred and fifty dollars and dropped the money into his pocket.
The Mexican put up the required amount, and
then, looking steadily at Hop, he said:
"What have you got, Senor Chinee?"
"Me allee samee . gottee four lillee aces, so be,"
and the clever Celestial laid down the cards, so
everyone might have a look at them.
"Jumpin' catamounts!" exclaimed the hunter,
leaping to his feet. "That's what I calls putty
good, Montez. Ther heathen is certainly runnin'
in a heap of luck."
It must have dawned upon Spencer just then
that the Chinaman had tricked them, and the

more he thought about it the more he felt like
catching the Chinaman by the throat.
"Montez," he said sharply, "I reckon ther
heathen is a cheat. He dealt me four kings."
"ls that so? Well, he dealt me four queens."
The hunter was known to be a dangerous customer when a1·oused, and the spectators got out
of the way when they saw him place his hand
on the butt of a revolver.
"Put that money back on ther table, heathen!"
came the. stern command, and then-the revolver
leaped from the holster and was on a line with
the Chinaman's breast.
"Hold on there, you lanky galoot!" a voice
called out sharply, and then as quick as a flash
a tall man with long black hair and a mustache
of the same hue pushed his way through the
crO'wd. He held a 1·evolver in his hand, and the
muzzle of it was turned directly upon Spencer.
"You jest drop that plaything you have got in
your hand, or I'll let a streak of daylight through
you. ·whoop! wow, wow!"
Taken completely by surprise, the hunter involuntarily lowered his weapon. When he did
that he lost his chance, and he seemed to realize
it right away, for he relinguished his hold upon
the weapon, and it dropped to the ground.
"I reckon you have got me, stranger," he said,
trying to appear cool.
"No, he has not got you, Senor Spencer," exclaimed Montez, a s with a quick move he struck
the 1·evolver from the tall man's hand.
"But I have you, though!" a voice exclaimed,
almost at his ear.
How he had got the1·e so quickly no one seemed
to know, but there stood a handsome, dashinglooking boy, attired in a fancy hunting suit of
buckskin, his long chestnut hair streaming over
his shoulders and a broad-brimmed sombrero tipped back gracefully upon his head. He held a
revolver ·in his hand, and as the Mexican looked
at him in "dismay he fo1ind that it was staring
him straight in the face.
"Hip hi!" exclaimed the Chinaman delightedly,
as he jumped to his feet. "Young Wild West
allee samee comee velly muchee quickee. Me no
gittee shootee now, so be. Hip hi! Hoolay !"

CHAPTER II.-The Two Card Sharps Are
Tamed.
Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot and
Prince of the Saddle, had camped with his friends
less than two hundred yards from the spot where
the poker game had been in progress. As has
been said, the Clever Chinaman had slipped aw11y
almost as soon as they arrived there. Our hero
and his partners had not taken the trouble to
go and look for him until they had seen to their
horses and a ssisted the other Chinaman they
had in their employ to start the work of getting
the camp in shape. It is hardly necessary to give
a description of Young Wild West and his friends,
since they have figured in so many stories, and
so much has been printed about them in the newspapers of the West. Being the owner of several
gold mines, the boy possessed an income that was
quite sufficient to allow him to pursue his favorite
hobby, which was riding about the wildest parts
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<>f the West on horseback in search of fun, fortune and adventure, at the same time ever being
on the alert for the chance to spread civilization
and to put down crime. His two partner~, Ch~yenne Charlie and Jim Dart, were much hke 1nm
in- this respect, only they had not been born
to be leaders. .
\Ve may as wen-mention right her!)_ that the
"girls" were Arietta Murdock, a charmmg, golden-haired miss, who was known to be the sweetheart of dashing Young Wild West; Anna, a
young woml:m somewhere between_ twenty and
thirty, the wife· of Cheyenne (:harhe, the scout;
and Eloise Gardner, a pretty nnss of the brunette
type who was the sweetheart of Jim Dart. Of
the three Arietta was the only one who had been
born and reared in the West, and she could
handle a fire-arm or a vicious horse about as
well as the average cowboy or _plainsman. ~ut
Anna and Eloise had soon acqmred these habits,
and they now were so fond of the wild, outdoor
life they were leading that they could _sca1:cely
have been induced to settle down and hve m a
town or city. The other Chinaman referred to
was Wing Wah, the cook. He was a brother of
Hop Wah, though he was entirely unlike him,
as far as · a "sporty" turn of mind was concerned.
But let us tu1·n our attention to the scene
under the tree near the general store. As -we
have stated, no one had seen the approach of
Cheyenne Charlie and Young Wild West; but this
was pi-obably due to the fact that all eyes were
turned upon the principa~s of the card game at
the time. Cheyenne Charlie had been caught napping, so to speak, ·when the Mexican cleverly
knocked the revolver from his hand. But Young
Wild West had stepped up in the nick of time,
and with a sigh of relief the scout stooped and
picked up the weapon. Meanwhile Montez, the
Mexican dandy, acted very much as though he
had been rendered speechless. He tried to say
something, but could not, and noticing this, the
dashing young deadshot remarked:
"Well what is it going to be, Mr. Greaser?
A re yod looking for fight, or ar~ you satisfied?"
"I'm satisfied, senor," the Mexican managed to
reply. "I want no trouble with you. But you
don't seem to understand the case."
"Oh, yes, I do. I know all about it, though
I was not here. The Chinaman has -won money
from you and the o_ther galoot, and rou,, have accused him of cheatmg. Is not that 1t?
"That's about ther size of it, young feller;"
Spencer spoke up, as thougb he was glad to get
a chance to express himself. "He cleaned me
out of all ther money I had. We know he cheated,
'cause he give me four kings, an' ther Senor got
four queens. He had four aces himself. Afore
he drew he asked us if a full hand would beat
a flush. That shows he was cheatin', 'cause he
wasn't tryin' for no two pair."
"Oh is that all the reason you have for think·
ing h; cheated you?"
"Well ther facts of ther case sorter prove it."
The boy now lowered his revolver, and the re1>ult was that Montez breathed a sigh of i-elie;f.
Young Wild West turned and looked ~t the crowtl,
and picking out one of them, he said:
"The greaser is a card sharp, isn't he, my
friend?"
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"I reckon that's ther name he's got," was the
quick reply.
"Oh! How about the other fellow?"
"Well, he's s'posed to be a _hunter, but I reckon
he's got ther reputation of bein' a card sharp,
too. He spends more time gamblin' then he does
huntin' for pelts, yer know."
"I see. They are both card sharps, then."
"As sure as you're born, young feller," the
man declared.
"And they thought they had a poor, innocent
Chinaman to fleece, I suppose. Well, they tried
their game, but it did not work, that's all. Hop/'
and the boy turned to the Chinaman now, "I don't
know how much you won, but I reckon you can
keep it."
"Hip hi! Hoolayl" shouted the Chinaman, and
then he began ·dancing about under the tree.
"Of course he can keep what he won, senor,"
spoke up Montez, who had now recovered himself,
and was trying to make it appear that he thought
everything was all right. "It was only a little
mistake. Senor Spencer was trying to frighten
the Chinee, so he would give back the money he
had lost. He did not mean to shoot him, ot
course. But when the tall senor stepped up
suddenly I thought he, was going to shoot, so I
struck the gun from his hand. I am satisfied to
let it all drop. The Chinee is welcome to what
he won from me."
"Maybe you're satisfied to let it drop, you
slick lookin' greaser," spoke up the scout, his
eyes flashmg dangerously, "but I reckon I ain't.
You knocked my gun out of my haid, an' any
galoot as does that has got ter take a lickin'.
I know it was sorter my fault for lettin' yer do
it, but I'm riled over it, you sneakin' galoot. I'm
goin' ter punch you in ther jaw, so git ready."
As the words left his lips he made a leap for
the Mexican, who quickly stepped aside and put
up his hands to defend himself. But the scout
whirled around suddenly and landed a heavy
blow upon the ear of Montez and sent him to the
ground. Montez, though dazed by the blow, quickly recovered himself. He did not offer to rise
to his feet; nor did he make an attempt to draw
a weapon.
"I've got enough, senor," he said, in a low tone
of voice. "I don't want to fight, and I will not
fight."
So saying, the Mexican got up, carefully brushed the dirt from his clothing, and after deftly
rolling· a cigarette, he lighted it and strolled
leisurely toward the saloon, which was at the
other side of the sandy street, and but a short
distance away.
"Pretty cool sort of a galoot, Charlie," observed
Young Wild West, as he watched the Mexican.
"But I reckon that is not the last you will see
of him."
A minute 01· two ~ater Spencer left and entered
the saloon where the Mexican had just gone.
Young Wild West remained there long enough
to question those who had been present during the
poker game as to just what had happened, and
satisfied that it had been really no fault of the
Chinaman's, he turned to him and said: .
"Now, then, Hop, I reckon you had better go
over to the camp and help your brother a little.
It is. lll2t ~~-~ ~ g0, a,J;i.~ad and put up
0
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The dandy scowled fiercely when the Chinaman
spoke of him as a greaser, but said nothing. But
he did not mean to drink with him, that was certain. He turned on his heel and walked to the
other side of the room, where there was a table
CHAPTER III.-What Happened At the Saloon. ·a nd some chairs. Spe11.cer quickly followed him.
"Allee light," said Hop, nodding his approval.
Montez, the Mexican dandy, was just about to
um poor Chinee,
take a cooling drink, probably to soothe his ruffled "If you don't likee dlink with
no havee to, so be. Me a!lee samee likee
feelings. when Hap Spencer entered the saloon. you
timee."
The two had never been very friendly toward Melican sportee; me tlue blue, evely
Hop paid no further attention to the two, but
each other, but it seemed now that they had been
his chance
drawn together by a mutual bond of sympathy, swallowed his d1·ink and received
from the barkeeper. The next minute Young
and the Mexican promptly called out:
"Come an' join me, Senor Spencer. Take some- Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie entered the
place. The departure of our friends for the
thing to drink."
cowboys who
"I don't mind if I do," retorted the hunter, saloon had been the signal for ofthedraw
poker to
giving a nod of satisfaction. "I've found out had been watching the game
that you're an all-right felle1·, you are. To tell move. There were five of them, and they soon
ther truth, I never did think a whole lot of yer came over, leading their bronchos. No doubt they
afore, Montez. But now it's different. You stood all expected to see a lively time at the saloon.
1·eady to take my pai:t in that little row over ~ut_ as they entered and saw the two card sharps
they realized that
there by ther store, an' I'm much obliged to yer sitting by themselves at a tahle
they had been mistaken. Wild looked the crowd
for it, even if it didn't do no good."
"Don't mention it, senor. Try a little whisky over, and then, with a pleasant nod; he called
and water, the same as I am doing. Have it out:
"Have something, gentlemen. I don't drink
sweetened with a little sugar and some pepperanything strong myself, but you're welcome to
mint."
take what you like. Boss, if you have got any
"All right. Fix me up a dose, Bob."
The last was addressed to the barkeeper, who pop on hand I'll try a glass."
"I reckon I kin accommodate you, young feller,"
promptly gave a nod and proceeded to mix the
drink. Montez waited until it was ready, and was the quick reply of the barkeeper. "Step up,
then he leaned fonyard and his glass touched gents, an' name your p'ison."
"Well, mine's jest plain p'ison," a big.._cowboy
that of the hunter, saying:
"Here's good luck to you, senor, and very bad answered, good-naturedly.
This was the case with the rest; they were
luck to those who interfered with us a little
all satisfied with "plain p'ison."
while ago."
"Young feller," said the big cowboy, as he
"That's what's ther matter, Montez. You speak
looked at Wild and smiled in a questioning way,
my sentiments exact1y. Here she goes."
He lifted· the glass to his lips and swallowed "who are we drinkin' with, if yer don·•t mind to
the contents at a aingle draught. The Mexican tell?"
"Well, my name is Young Wild West," the
lingered over his a little longer, but he did not
speak again until he had finished the drink. ooy answered quickly. "This gentleman " pointThere was no one in the place at the time, so ing: to Charlie, "is Cheyenne Charlie, the scout.
' Drmk hearty, gentlemen."
the two men had it all to themselves.
Every glass was raised, as though by precon"What happened over by ther store?" asked
:Boli, the saloonkeeper, after a pause. "There was certed ararrangement.
All drew them from their lips at abou~ the
quite a crowd hangin' around there, an' I seen
'em gittin' around lively . a little afore yer come same time, too, and placed them back upon the
bar.
over here."
"I'm awful glad to meet yer, Young Wild
Spencer gave his version of the affair, and
just as he concluded hurried footsteps sounded West," the big cowboy declared, -as he stepped
outside, and all three turned their eyes to the forward and ·p~t out his hand. "And you, too
, open door. Two seconds later Hop paused on Cheyenne Charlie. My name are Gallopin' Luke
the threshold, acting as though he was partly an' I've got the name of bein' the best-natured
galoot what ever worked on a cattle range."
afraid to enter.
"Well, you certainly look it," our hero declared
"There he is now!" exclaimed Spencer, sh owing no little surp1·ise. "There's ther heathen laughingly, as gripped the man's hand. "ls you;
ranch near by?"
what fleeced us out of our money, Bob."
"Only about fifteen miles over to ther south"Velly nicee day," said Hop, bowing meekly to
the barkeeper. "Me likee havee lillee dlop of east," was the renly. "Our cattle range joins
that of Thoroughbred Ranch, where ther Cow.
tanglefoot."
Then he stepped in just as though he had boy Sports does duty. Montez, over there, is ther
made up his mind that there was no danger. fornman of that bunch."
"Cowboy Sports, eh? Well, that sounds pretty
But Hop knew very well that Young Wild West
and Cheyenne Charlie would be there very soon, good. Thoroughbred Ranch also sounds good.
and that was why he acted that way. He drew What do they do ove1· there-raise everything of
a big roll of bills, and selecting one from it, the very best?"
tossed it on the bar.
"Yes, that's what ther supposition is, Young
"Me Jikee tleat allee hands, so be," he said. Wild West. They sartinly do have fine cattle
"Givee um Melican man and um gleaser whattee an' horses there, Ther man what's ther owner
ley wantee."
of ther ranch is named Percy De Groot, an' he's
the two · tents alone. The next time you leave
in such a hurry probably you won't get off so
easy."
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"Well, well. I never expected to see one of them
galoots in this easy old town. What will happen
·
.
next?"
Montez made no reply, but, shrugging his
shoulders turned his attention to the bottle that
had been placed before him, and proceede<!. to
pour out some of its contents into a gfass.
"Velly nicee day, so be," observed Hop just
then, for it seemed that he was ready to accept
the invitation of drink, if it were given him.
"What's that?" roa1·ed the biggest man in the
bunch, as he caught sight of the China1'nan for
the first time. "Who asked you to put your
oar in, you · yaller-faced heathen?"
The words had scarcely left his lips when he
bounded towards Hop, who quickly started to run
away. He easily eluded every clutch made at
him by the cowboy, and finally he got around
close to our hero and the scout again.
"Now I've got you, heathen!" roared the man,
who was getting angry at his repeated failure to
get hold of him. "I said I was goin' to chuck
you out into ther horse trough, an' you kin bet
I'm goin' ter do it. A good duckin' won't hurt
yer a bit."
"Hold on, my friend!" spoke up Wild, as he
stepped between them. "I teckon the Chinaman
did nothing to you, so just let him alone. You
make a mistake in tackling him, for he is one
of the smartest heathens that ever came over the
blue Pacific."
"What!" r9ared the big cowboy, looking at the
young deadshot in astonishment. "So you're takin' his part, are yer? Who in thunder are you?"
CHAPTER IV.-Young Wild West and the Cow"My name is Young Wild West," was the cool
boy Sports.
retort. "Who are you?"
"Me!" and the cowboy stepped back and hit
Young Wild West nodded to Cheyenne Charlie;
proudly. "Well, young
then he took his station near a door that opened himself on the chest,
I am. I'm Strong-Arm
into· a rear room of the saloon. The scout under- feller, I'll tell yer who of
nine counties! When
stood, and he quickly stepped over near him. Pete, ther best wrestler
I always handles him as
There was much loud talking and laughter out- I gits hold of a man
more than a baby.
side, and then in came six cowboys, all of them thought he wasn't nothin'
horns a little, an' then I'll
wore fancy colored scarfs about their necks, and Jest you haul in your lift
that heathen over my
had an air of neatness about them that was not show yer how I kin in ther
horse trough. Git
head an' land him out
always to be seen about such men.
Young Wild West, or whatever
"Whoopee!" one of them shouted, who could out of ther way,
not have been more than twenty years of age, your name is."
"I asked you to let the Chinaman alone."
as he hastened to the bar. ''Ther Cowboy Sports
"Ha, ha, ha!" roared Willis, the youngest one
is here, Bob. Set 1 out your p'ison. We;re in fer
of the bunch. "He asked yer to let ther heathen
a high old time."
Then he glanced about tne room, and saw the alone, Pete. What do yer think of that?"
"Yes, that's what I asked him," Wild -said, in
foreman sitting at the table with the hunter.
to the
"Come on, Montez!" he added, a smile showing his cool and easy way, and he n-odded let
him
speaker. "You can bet your life he'll
on his face. "I reckon you're in on this game."
"All right, ·wmis," was the reply. "I have a alone, too."
"You ain't lookin' for fight, are you, boy?"
friend here, and he may as well join us."
As he said this, Willis stepped forward and
"Sartin; fetch him right along. I know him.
He's Hap Spencer, ther card sharp, what claims looked very savage, indeed.
"No; are you?"
to -be a hunter. It's all right, Hap. Come right
"Well, you just say about two mote words
along. You're entirely welcome."
Spencer smiled and promptly arose and fol- and I'll blamed soon show you. I want yer to
lowed the Mexican to the bar. Hop Wah had understand that I kin lick a dozen boys like you.
g~t out of the way when the men came rushing I ain't no bigger than you are, but that don't
in, and he now stood but a few feet from Wild make no difference; there's mighty few men that
I can.'t handle."
West and Charlie.
"All right," said Wild, and then, as quick as a
"Who's them fellers, Montez?" the young fellow called Willis asked, as he looked at Wild flash, he slapped the man on the left cheek with
such force as to send him staggering. "Now
and Charlie.
Then his eyes rested upon Hop, and he uttered then," he added, as he pulled him up, "if you're
a laugh.
such a fighter just get yourself in shape."
"Let 'em fi:l!ht it out." callP.n .ont r.hPvAnnA
"A heathen Chinee. too. as I live." he added.

a regular sport, too. He got rich at runnin' a
sportin' house in Santa Fe, an' come down here
to enjoy himself runnin' a ranch in his own
way. Some of ther boys he's got workin' for
him is mighty good fellers, too, though they all
sort of think they're somethin' a little better
than ther rest of us. They try to be sports
for fair, they do."
Our hero was not a little interested in hearing this. It was something new to him, and· he
made up his mind that he would like to pay a
visit to Thoroughbred Ranch and see how things
looked there.
"Let's have another round, boys," said Cheyenne Charlie just then. "I reckon ther boys is
sorter dry, 'cause it's a mighty warm ·day. Maybe them two galoots over there might feel like
wettin' up by this time."
Neither Mor.tez nor Spenecr paid the least attention to this remark. Prnbably they knew very
well the scout said it more for an insult than
anything else, which was about the case. But
the rest were more than willing to accept the
i.nvitation to drink, so the glasses jingled away
merri1y again. The barkeeper had just started
to fill his order when the sound of galloping
hoofs came to their ears.
"Here come my Cowboy Sports!" exclaimed
Montez, in a voice loud enough to be heard by
everyone in the room. "Now, then, we'll see
who's going to run things here."
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Charlie, as he whipped out both his revolvers.
"Ther first galoot as interferes is goin' ter git
filled with hot lead. You hear what I say!
Whoopee, whoopee! !'in all wool an' a yard wide,
an' am trimmed all around with gold fringe.
I'm Cheyenne Charlie, from old Cheyenne, an'
when I gits loose I never knows when to stop.
Jest somebody pull a gun, please! I want ter
show yer how quick I kin shoot!"
The scout had kept in as long as he could,
and now, since he had started, he was eager
to get into a fight. He danced about, throwing
the muzzles of his revolvers this way a11d that.
Wild could have easily knocked the young man
down as he stood in the center of the :floor, looking at the scout in surprise. He really seemed
to be more astonished at the action of Cheyenne
Charlie than he did from the slap in the face
he had received. But his eyes soon sought those
of our hero, and then he realized what had happened to him fully.
"You hit me, didn't yer?" he exclaimed, his eyes
flashing. "All right. "I'll jest wipe up ther
floor with yer for that."
Then he gathered himself for a mighty effort,
and rushing forward, he struck out with both
hands. But Young Wild West simply smiled
and dodged the blows. Then his left fist shot
out and caught the Cowboy Sport squarely 011
the mouth. As he recovered his balance and
stood upright again our hero struck him again
in the same place. Smash-bump! The head of
Willis struck the side of the shan:ty, and the
blood began trickling from his lips.
"I reckon you'll need a new set of teeth when
I get through with you, you smart galoot!" Wild
exclaimed, his eyes flashing, for his blood was
now up, and he was ready to clean out the whole
gang. Spat! He struck the fellow again, th~s
time between the eyes, and dropping his arms
the cowboy toppled over and dropped to the floor.
· It had been done so ·easily that the companions
of the defeated Willis were actually dismayed.
While it was taking place Charlie kept swinging
the revolvers back and forth, not standing in
one spot any longer than the fraction of a second.
Hop bad got behind him, and as Wild's opponent
dropped to the floor he calmly lighted a cigar.
"I reckon that galoot does not want ariy more
just now," said the dashing young deadshot,, as
he coolly turned and faced the rest of the crowd.
"Now, then, boys, is there anyone else who wants
to tack!~ me? But hold on a minute! I reckon
the big goI,oot, who said he was Strong-Arm
Pete, the boss wrestler of nine counties, is going
to throw the Chinaman out into the horse trough.
We will see, him do that, first."
But Strong-Arm Pete evidently had changed his
mind. He was the biggest one in the bunch, but
now seemed to be the most cowardly. He was,
in fact, a big, bluffing fellow, who, as long as
he had things his own way, would g-o the limit.
"See here!" Wild said, as he stepped close to
the big cowboy, "if you don't undertake to throw
the Chinaman out into the horse trough inside
of sixty seconds I'll throw you out. Do you
hear what I say?"
'.'Hold on, young feller," Strong-Arm Pete hastend to say. "I sorter reckon. that I must have
barked up ther wrong tree."
'.'.l should reckon xer ha,d, Pete."

,,

It was Galloping Luke, the big, good-natured
cowboy, who said this, and his face was wreathed
in smiles, !Qr he surely was enjoying the situation. The1"'it was that StTOng-Arm Pete made
a move to get behind some of the rest of the
crowd. But before he could do this, Wild reached
out as quick as a flash with his left hand, and
caught him by the collar of his shirt. A sharp
je1·k, and 11e had swung the man to the center
of the room. Then it wa:s that something pappened that fairly took the breath away from
everyone in the place, save possibly the scout
and Hop Wah, who knew well what the dashing
young deadshot could do when he once got started.
The boy thrust his hand behind Strong-Arm Pete,
and the next instant his head went down and
his heels shot into I the air. Before he could
land upon the floor, however, the boy had stooped
and caught his full weight ,upon his right shoulder. Then, still holding fast to the collar of his
shirt, he raised the man and darted for the
door. Out he went as easily as though he was
simply carrying a sack of grain upon his shoulder. The horse trough ,vas within but a few
feet of the door, and regardless of the fact
that the man's friemls might arouse themselves
at any moment and open fire upon him, Wild
hurled the big bully headlong into the water.
Splash! The uppe1· portion of the man's body
· went all under, and the impetus was so great
that he turned a back somersault, and came back
upon his feet.
"Wow!" he snorted. "Stop it! What's ther
matter, anyhow?"
A roar of laughter came from Galloping Luke
and those who were not connected with the Cowboy Sports, even Bob, the barkeeper, joining in,
for he now realized that Young Wild West and
his partner were quite capable of taking care of
themselve~. Wild did not pay any further attention to the "boss wrestler of nine counties,"
but calmly stepped inside the saloon again.
"Well, who's going to be the next?" he observed, a smile playing about his lips. "I reckon
I am just in trim now."
"You win, young feller," one of the cowboys
i-etorted. "You're ther best I ever seen, an' that's
saying a whole lot. I always allowed that Willis
was ther-- slickest young feller I ever seen walk
O! ride a bronc~o-; but he ain't nowhere along:
side of you. We re ther Cowboy Sports, but we're
all right. Come an' have somethin', an' call it
square."
Then it was that Cheyenne Charlie took off
his hat and uttered a yell that fairly made the
rafters of the shanty quiver. Before it had half
~ied out Gallopin~ Luke and his friends joined
m. It was a rousmg cheer for Young Wild '\Vest
the dashing young deadshot.

1

CHAPTER V.-The Challenge.
Not a man refused to accept a cigar at Young
Wild West's .expense when Bob, the barkeeper,
passed the box around. Even Montez and Hap
Spencer fell in line, and they promptly lighted
the cigars after taking them, too. But they
had been thoroughly convinced now that the
dashing boy was one who must be respected. Our
hero paid the bill, and then, nodding to Willis;
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who had recovered partly from the effects of the one of them being- the young fellow named
thrashing he had received so quickly, he said:
Willis. Then Galloping Luke and four others
"I reckon you found out that a boy younger appeared; and then came Montez and Strongthan you could handle you, my friend. Well, I Arm Pete. All were mounted, of course, and
don't mind telling you that I have had a lot when the two to arrive first began riding swiftly
of practice at that sort of thing, and the result about in a circle it was easy for Young Wild
is that I have got it down pretty fine. You may West and his friends to guess that the cowboys
be a pretty good one with your fists, provided were bent on having some sport. One of the
you don't tackle somebody who has made a study hangers-on about the saloon soon showed up
of defending himself, and administering punish- with a big basket that was filled with empty tin
ment at the same time. I suppose you are going cans. Galloping Luke now came riding over to
to hold a grudge against me for what I did to them.
you?"
"Ther Cowboy Sports is goin' ter show yer
"No, I ain't," was the quick reply. "What you somethin', Young Wild West," he said, as he
jest done ter me has been a good lesson to me. reined in his broncho. "After you went out of
I'm goin' ter practice handlin' my fists, an' may- Bob's place some one 1·emarked that you was
be some time I'll meet yer an' give yer another the Champion Deadshot, an' that yer was called
chance at me. But don't yer think that I'm ther Prince of ther Sadd,le. Then ther greaser
contemptible enough ter try an' git square with foreman of Thoroughbred Ranch told his men
yer in a dirty way. I ain't that sort of a feller. ter git outside an' show what they could do. He
I'm a cowboy sport, every inch of me, an' I kin said he had two or three cowboys what could
take my medicine as well as ther next one."
beat ther world at ridin' an' shootin', an' that
"I am glad to hear that. How about you, if you happened ter think ther other way you
Stronir-Arm Pete?"
I
could have a chance to win some money.
As the boy turned his gaze upon the big, power- thought I'd come an' tell yer about it, 'cause
ful man, who was still dripping with water from I like yer a whole lot, even though I never seen
the ducking he had received in the horse trough, yer till this afternoon."
all eyes followed him.
"Much obliged to you for letting me know
"I ain't sayin' nothin', young feller," was the what
the Cowboy Scouts are up to," retorted
reply. "I'll talk to yer some other time, maybe." our
hero. "I'll watch them and see how they
"Oh, all right. I reckon I know what sort of make out."
a galoot you are. You're going to look for reThe two men made two or three more circles,
venge. Well, we may stay around these parts and
next time they came around Montez
for a few days, so you'll have plenty of time to threwthe
two of the tin cans in the air, one after
look for it. But take my advice and drop it. the other.
Crack! Crack! The cowboys fired
If you don't you might need a wooden overcoat.
at them while riding at full speed, and it was
You know what that means, I reckon."
ea,s y to see that both hit them.
Strong-Arm Pete made no fu1·ther reply; but
"That's pretty good shooting," Wild ob erved,
Then
turning to the door he went outside.
Montez went out also, and Spencer was not long nodding to the cowboy, ·who had informed him
Wild an<l the scout did not of what was up.
in following him.
"You kin do as good as that, can't yer?"
There was nothing
remain long at the saloon.
particular going on now that would be apt to Galloping Luke asked.
"Well, I might if I tried."
The three soon reached the camp,
hold them.
"Good! I'li put up some money on yer, then.
and found Jim Dart and the girls waiting for
come over ter
them, and wondering what had been going on Most likely you'll be challenged ter shoot
an' ride
Thoroughbred Ranch to-morrer an'
over at the saloon.
"Well, you found Hop, I see," said Young for money. I heard Montez talkin' ter some of
Wild West's sweetheart, as she tossed! her golden 'em about it."
"Well, I am always ready for anything like
head and looked at the boy, smilingly. "I must
Wild assured him. "That being the case,
that,"
get
to
time
long
rather
a
you
say that it took
back here, though. But I suppose you got into . I won't take any part in the performance totrouble of some sort, and it was necessary for day."
. The cowboy fun went on. Nearly all of the
you to stay until it was settled."
"That's right, Et," Wild replied, nodding his six showed that they could shoot well while riding at top speed, and after they had pretty well
head.
Charlie started in to tell the story of what used up the cans they began using their ropes
Men and horses were lassoed
had happened, and before he got through his on each other.
laughter
listeners were more than interested. The after- in great style, while shouts and roars of
noon was now pretty well advanced, but it ·was sounded. The Cowboy Sports proved to be very
did not
still very warm. Half an hour after our hero clever at some things, and our friends
and the scout returned to the camp they heard hesitate to applaud when they saw anything
shooting near <the saloon. Just then hoof-beats that was worth it. The fun kept up until it
were heard, and the next moment two of the was near sunset, and then the men repaired to
fancy-looking cowboys were seen riding toward the saloon again.
It .was not long· before the evening meal wa::s
the camp. There was quite a big patch of level
ground fronting the place our friends bad se- ready. The sun had not yet gone down when
lected for their stopping place while they re- our friends sat down to it. Singing and shouting
mained at the little town of El Quito, and they could be heard from the saloon, which told them
soon found that it was this that the horsemen that the cowboys were making merry. Just
were making. After the two came three more, about the time they concluded the meal one of
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the Cowboy Sports came riding over to the camp.
He doffed his hat as he reined in his broncho,
and then said:
"I've got a little note for yer, You11g Wild
West."
"All right," was the boy's reply. "Let's have
it."
The cowboy handed ove1· a folded piece of
white pape1-. Wild quickly opened it, and_read
the follow:i11g:
"To Young Wild West:
"Dear Sir.-Havin_g- heard that you are called
the Champion Deadshot of the West, and also
the Prince of the Saddle, we take the liberty
of challenging you to come over to Thoroughbred Ranch to-morrow afternoon at two o'clock,
There will be several
a'hd compete for prizes.
contests to take place, and I am ready to back
my Cowboy Sports with money. An answer is
requested.
"Percy De Groot,
"Proprietor of Thoroughbred Ranch."
Wild smiled as he read the note, and then· he
turned it over to his sweetheart.
"Read it out, Et," he said.
The girl did so, and . then the boy looked at
the man who had brought the message, and remarked:
"This seems to have the name of the boss of
the ranch to it."
"That's right, Young Wild West. The boss is
over at Bob's place now. He come over jest after
we i::topped ther fun out here. He wrote ther
note."
"All right.
Tell him I'll be right over, and
then we'll have a talk."

CHAPTER VI.-Our Friends Meet Percy De
Groot.
As the cowboy rode back to the saloon Wild
nodded to Charlie and Jim and said:
"Come, boys, I reckon we'll go over there and
have a talk with the man who owns Thornughbred Ranch. If we find him to be a straight
sort of fellow we will accept the challenge and
go over and take part in the sports. I don't know
as I care to make any bet with him, though,
since I have given up that kind of business, unless it is forced upon me."
"Well, I'll take some of his money, all right,"
the scout answered quickly. "I know well
enough that you kin beat any of ther galoots
he's got on his fancy ranch."
"Don't be too sure of that, Charlie. The Cowboy Sports are quite a likely lot, from what I
have seen of them. The chances are that th.ey
were not going their limit this afternoon.
The three left the camp, and it was not long
before they arrived at the saloon. As they entered they found the Cowboy Sports, as well as
the other cowboys who had, been there when
they arrived at the little town, enjoying themselves in great style. Montez sat at a table
talking with a middle-aged man, who was attired in a lleat-fitting suit of corduroy, and
who sported a belt with a silver buckle, as well
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as silver spurs at his heels. It was easy for
our friends to gue. s that this was Percy De
Groot, the owller of Thoroughbred Ranch. He
certainly looked to be a sport, through and
through.
·'Hello, boys!" our hero called out, in his cool
and easy way. "I reckon you're having a mighty
good time of it. Well, there is nothing like enjoying yourselves when you take a day off, I
suppose."
"That's right, Young Wild \Vest," answered
Galloping Luke, who had just finished doing a
jig in the center of the room. "Everything is
lovely, and we're havin' a mighty good time.
Ther Cowboy Sports is all good fellers, 'cept
one or two of 'em, maybe."
As the man said this l1e shot a glance at
Strong-Arm Pete, and then at the Mexican foreman.
"That's all right," Wild answered. "Never
niind about that. There was a little trouble this
afternoon, I know, but maybe that's all forgotten
bv this time." ,
· "That's the way to talk, senor," spoke up
Montez, as he quickly got upon his feet and
started toward the boy, a smile upon his face.
"We had a little trouble this afternoon, but that
is all forgotten, as far as I am concerned. I
hope it is the same to you. Permit me to introduce you to the owner of Thoroughbred Ranch,
Senor Percy De Groot. Senor De Groot, shake
hands with You!lg Wild West, the Champion
Deadshot and Prmce of the Saddle."
"Glad to meet you, l\fr. De Groot,'' said Wild.
"I liave heard quite a lot about you since we
struck El Quito. I was a little surprised to
hear that there ·was a ranch around here where
there was nothing but thoroughbred horses and
cattle raised. But that is all right. There is no
one who admires fine horses and cattle better
than I do."
"Well, I have some very fine ones," and De
Groot nodded and looked pleased. "When I arrived here about half an hour ago the boys /!.'Ot
to telling me about you. Your name was not
new to me, for I have heard quite a little of
how you and your partners have d,istinguished
yourselves in -various ways. But being of a
sporty turn of mind, I could not help writing
out an invitation for you to take part in the
sports we are going to have over at the ranch
to-morrow afternoon."
Wild now pulled the note from his pocket, and
showing it to the man, said:
"You wrote this, then, Mr. J)e Groot."
"Yes, I wrote it, Young "'\\'ild West"
"All right, then.
I accept the challenge."
Then he quickly made the ranchman acquainted
with the scout and Jim Dart.
After a few
minutes' conversation De Groot called StrongArm Pete to come over to them. The big cowboy promptly obeyed.
"Young Wild West,'' the ranchman said, as he
looked at our hero, "I heard about how you
thrashed Willis, and then threw Peter out into
the horse trough, and I want to tell you right
before everybody that I give you the greatest
credit for it. Pete is inclined to harbor a grudge,
as I happen to know. But I want him to apologie to you right now, and if he ever makes an
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that he does hold a grudge against you, I shall
discharge him on the spot. Pete, you hear what
I say!"
"I am ready to drop it," was the· reply, in a
rather low tone of voice, while the big villain
shifted his feet uneasily. "I suppose it did serve
me right. But it made me awful mad to think
that I could be handled like that by a mere boy.
But it's all over now. If anybody ever ketches
m e tryin' to do a wrong thing against Young
Wi1d West, or any of his friends, jest shoot me,
that's all."
It was evident that the man meant what he
said, though there was no doubt but that he
held a grudge, just the same. Hap Spencer had
remained sitting at a table while- the conversation was taking place, and he must have thought
that it was in -order for him to apologize, too,
for he .got up and stepped over to Wild, putting
out his hand.
"Shake, Young Wild West!" he said. "I was
a little ·sore on yer, I'll admit, but it's all off
now. l believe that you're ther greatest boy
what ever straddled a horse, or ever pulled a
gun, so I take off my hat ter yer."
This he did, bowing low at the sam~ time.
"All right, Spencer," the boy retorted, coolly.
"I reckon you· can be all right, if you are of a
tnind to. You may be a pretty good gambler,
but you're a mighty bad los.er. But let it go at
that. Don't tackle our Clever Chinee again in a
game of draw poker. He is altogether too much
for you, or for any one else I have ever seen.
That is saying a whole lot, too-. "
" I reckon me an' Montez sorter found that out
this afternoon," and the hunter actually smiled.
The fact was that Percy De Groot was much
pleased with Yoimg Wild West and his partners,
and there was no doubt but that he was · perfectly sincere when he told them before all hands
that · he liked them. Finally Hop Wah came
walking into the ,saloon, holding a fancy little
parasol over his head and acting as tho.llgh he
was a member of the royal family of the Flo,very
Kingdom.
'·Hello!" exclaimed De Groot, as he looked at
him in surprise. "I g·ues·s this must be the
clever Chinee I have heard about."
"Lat me, allee lig·ht," Hop reto1·ted promptly,
as he made a low bow to the ranchman. "Me
allee samee· velly muchee smartee Chinee, too,
so be. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly
muchee smartee, and me allee samee takee after
my uncle."
Then he calmly proceeded -to swallow the
, parasol, or went through the performance of
doing so.
A roar of laughter :folloVl·ed this, and
De Groot laughed as heartily as any of the rest.
"Very clever, indeed," he declared. "Bob, just
girn that Chinaman the best drink you have in
the house. We will all hr.ve one, O·r," and he
turned to our hero, "those who don't drink can
-take cigars."
.
"Oh; I got pop," spoke up the proprietor.
"Them what don't want bug-juice kin have- temperance drinks. I make jest as much money by
selling J~op as I do from whisky. It don't make
no diffe:rence to me."
The glasses were soon clinking, and when they
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had been filled the ranchman raised his and exclaimed:
"Gentlemen, I want you to all understann that
we're drinking to the health of Young Wild West.
Here.she goes!"
They all emptied theii· glasses, an.d then Galloping Luke proposed a cheer for the dashing
young deadshot and his partnen. This was given
with a will, and the very moment the sounds of
their voices ceased · some one yelled out, loudly;
"Hooray for ther Cleve1· Chinee.! "
The eheer that went up was nearly as loud as
the former one, and though it was for him that
it was given, Hop joined in, his shrill voice
sounding high above the rest. De Gtoot was
in an excellent humor just then, and he was no.t
long in getting thoroughly acquainted witlh Hop
Wah.
"Suppose you show me how you managed to
get the best of Montez and Spencer," he suggested.
Hop then turned to the proprietor and asked
him for a new deck of cards. It was promptly
given him, and ·then he approached a table and
invited all hands to ,watch ;i-i:in. He tore open
the eovering from the deck, and then, while
nearly every one in the room was watching him
intently, he cleverly changed the pack for one he
had in a pocket on the inside of his coat. As
the eards he took from uhe pocket were new
ones, the change was not detected. After shuffling the cards in a thorough manner, he asked
De Groot to cut them. This the ranchmandid,
taking a seat beside him at the same time.
"Now, len," said Hop, smiling blandly at uhe
assemblage, "you takee um card and no let
somebody see it. You lookee yourself, and len
puttee in um pack."
"All righ.t," and the ranchman smiled and did
as he was. directed.
The ca1,d he selected was the queen of spades.
"What shall I do next?" he asked, for Hop
seemed to be waiting for something.
"Lat allee lighj;; you no do something more.
Me tellee whattee card you takee, lat all,ie."
"Well, what card! did I take?"
"Um queen of spades, so be."
"By jingo, you're right!"
Hop looked pleased, while the-, cowboys whispered among themselves, for they thought it was
a: very clever trick, indeed. How the' Chinaman
knew what card had been taken they could not
understand, since he 11ad shuffled them and laid
them upon the table before the card ~vas 1:aken.
De Groot took the card from his pocket, and at
Hop's suggestion returned it to the pack.
"Now, !en, you shuffle um cards, so be," the
clevef Chinaman said.
The ranchman did this in a thorough manne1·.
He placed the cards near the center of the table,
and when he had done this Hop looked him
squarely in the face and said:
"Me thinkee you allee samee takee' um queen
of spades :flom um pack when I tellee you," he
1
he said.
"You mean if I take any card I have a notion
to?" came the query. ·
"Yes, lat light."
"Well, I hardly think I can get t he queen of
spades that way."
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Hop now spread the cards out in the shape
of a fan.
"Me . bettee you fivee dollee lat no mattee
whattee card you takee fl.om um pack it will be
um queen of spades," he remarked.
"WelJ,·I'm a sport, as I have said · already.
I'll take the bet."
He quickly produced the required amount and
put it on the table, and then Hop was not long
m covering it.
"Now, len, you takee ahy card you wantee .."
"All right. If it is not the queen of spades, J
win the five dollars, and if it is you win."
Hop nodded. De Groot quickly selected a card
and turned it over. It was the queen of spades!
A murmur of astonishment went up from the
assemblage.
"You win," declared De Groot, as he pushed
the money toward the Chinaman.
No doubt Hop felt quite sure that Wild would
not allow him to keep the money. He gathered
the cards together, and shuffled them quickly.
"Me allee samee makee um queen of spades
um charmed card," he s aid, as he looked in a
thoughtful way at the cealing. "Me makee you
takee um same card once more, so be."
"I'll bet you ten dollars that the next card I
take from the pack won't be the queen of spades,"
was the quick retort.
"Allee light; puttee up your money."
The ranchman quickly did this, and then he
lost no time in drawing a card from the deck.
He did not turn it over right away, but leaving
it lying before him he pulled out his wallet and
took from it a hundred dollars.
"I'll bet another hundred," said he, "that the
card, I drew from rthe pack is not the queen of
spades."
"Allee light," was the smiling reply, and Hop
quickly covered the money. Then De Groot
turned the card over. As before, it was the
queen of spades!
"Well, by jingo!" he exclaimed. "That beats
anything I ever saw. I've seen all sorts of tricks
performed with cards in my time, but I never
saw anything that would equal this."
Hop looked at Wild, and then he pushed the
money that had belonged to the ranchman back
to him.
·
"Me no takee you money, Misler De Gloot," he
declared.
"Now, len, me showee you how me
makee you takee um queen of spades evely
timee, so be." He quickly picked up the cards and spread
them upon the table, face up . Exclamations of
surprise went up from all sides. And no wonder! The cards were all queens of spades. The
ranchman broke into a laugh .
"Well, well!" he exclaimed.
"You certainly
had me dead to rights, Mr. Chinee. That's a
mighty funny pack of cards tha.t Bob gave us,
though."
Hop gathered all the cards, and then right
before their eyes again, he changed them for
the pack that had been furnished by the proprietor of the saloon.
"Um cards allee light, so be," he said, calmly,
as he handed them to the ranchman.
De Groot looked them over, and when he saw
that they were all right, he was more amazed

than ever. But he quickly recovered himself,
and calling out, he said:
"That's all right. You're a very clever fellow.
But I don't feel that I ought to take my money
back. I reckon you earned it."
"Take it back, Mi·. De Groot," spoke up our
hero. "I won't stand by and see Hop take money
from an honest man. I consider that :u>u are
honest, artd that you have no right to lose your
money in that way. The fact is that Hop is a ltogether too clever for any of us."
CHAPTER VIL-Hop Overhears a Villainous
Plot.
Young Wild West and his partners returned
rto their camp rather early in the evening, leaving Hop at the saloon to entertain the cowboys.
All hands slept well that night, for there was
nothing to interrupt them, since they were ·quite
far enough away from rthe saloon s o as not to be
disturbed by the noi se that came from it. They
arose early as usual the next morning, and then,
there being nothing for them to d,o but. to wait
until it was time rto start for Thoroughbred
Ranch, they all took a little walk around the
village. Of course, there was not much to be
seen, but they got acquainted with a few of
the people, and in this way managed rto pass
away an hour or two. When it got near noon
Wild told the cook to hurry up with the dinner,
since they wanted to make an early -s tart for the
ranch where the cowboy sports were to take
place. It was about half-past twelve when they
all mounted their horses, save Wing, who was t o
stay in charge of the camp. Hop had coaxed to
be allowed to go along, and since he had become
quite a favorite with the Cowboy Sports and
their boss, Wild could not deny him the privilege. It .was only ten miles to the ranch, but the
place where the affair was to come off was abourt
five mil_es to the north of it, this making the distance about two miles further. They found they
would have no trouble in finding it, for they had
scarcely started to leave El Quito when Galloping Luke and five others came riding along and
joined them . These fellows had remained in
town over night, and had slept the greater part
of the forenoon to make up for wh;it they had
lost du1·ing the night. In spite of rthe fact that
they had put in a p1·etty reckless time of it,
they all seemed to be quite fresh.
"I know there's goin' ter be a lively time of it
over there," Galloping Luke declared, as he rode
up to rthe side of our hero. "I reckon De Groot is,
all right, but he's sorter got it in his head that
his cowboys kin beat ther whole world. That's
his way, yer know. But he's ther same about
his cattle an' horses, an' everything else he'9
got on hi s 1·anch. But I want ter tell yer something, Young Wild West. After you went away
from Bob's last night I seen Monte an' StTOngArm Pete doin' some whisperin' with Hap Spencer. They was awful earnest about it, an' I
could see their eyes flash now an' then. I
couldn't hear jest what they was sayin'; but once
or twice I heard your name mentioned. It wasn't
mentioned in a very nice way, I kin tell yer t hat.
I think them galoots means to git square with
yer, in spite of what they said last night. I
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thought I would tell yer this, sp yer could be on
ther watch for 'em."
''Much obliged to you, Luke," our hero reto1ted. "I have not the least doubt but rthat the
th\·ee galoots m~an to look ,for satisfaction in
some way or other. But that's a11 right. Just
..,
let them rtry their game."
.· "Oh, I know y9u're able to take care of 'em,
all right. But I sorter thought they might do
,somethin' . ter yer on ther sly."
Our hero assured him that they would certainly keep a waJtch, so the matter was dropped.
They all rode on at an easy pace, and in due· time
the ranch house · and other buildings that were
owned by Percy De Groot came in sight. Really
the place showed up with better effect than the
ordinary run of ranches. Everything seeimed to
be in perf-ect order about it, even to the long,
level stretch of grazing land which ran for miles
to the north. This was perhaps seven miles in
width, and not a hill nor hollow could be seen
upon it. About three miles from the house there
was a big cattle pen, or corral, as it was called.
This was divided- into two parts. In one part
there were perhaps two or three hundred horses,
while in the other there might have been as many
as five hundred cattle. It was not yet time for
the festivities rto begin, .so our friends decided to
ride over to the corral and have a look at what
was there. As they neared it they saw the
owner of the ranch and his foreman riding
toward them from the house. They all got rthe1·e
at about the same time.
"Glad to meet you, ladies and gentlemen," said
De Groot, as he doffed his hat to· the girls. "I
see you are right on time. It is better to be a
little early than too late. I want to tell you that
after our picnic, as we call it, a collation will be
served at the house. I am more rthan pleased to
see that the ladies have come with you. J have
a wife and two daughters at the house, anrl when
I say that they will be delighted. to get ac<:Juainted with rthem I speak nothing but the truth."
Wild judged that the man was talking right
from his heart, and that there was not one bit of
ill-feeling in his make-up. They looked at the
horses, and they found them to be a fine lot, indeed. They were all mustangs, but seemed to be
of a more perfect type than those usually to be '
found upon cattle ranches. They next turned
their attention to the cattle, which were of the
Texas long-horn breed.
"Them steers is what I call all right, De
Groot," said Charlie, as he looked at the animals
and gave a nod of approval. "Yer don't see a
fine lot of cattle in a bunch like that is very
often, I ,reckon."
"Well, I pride myself on my stock," was the
reply, and De Groot showed his pleasure at the
compliment paid him by smiling rather proudly.
"I have got a very fine lot of pigs over near the
house. If you don't mind, we will ride over there
as soon a-s_you get through looking- at what is to
be seen here. The ladies can be taken to the
house right away, since there are other guests of
their sex already there. Some of my neighbors
came over this morning, you know."
This was satisfactory to all hands, so they
soon started in the direction of the house. Mon. tez did not go to the house with them} but turned
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off toward the quarters of the cowboys, which
was a long, white-washed building close to the
big barn and wind-mill. When they had been
introduced to those -at the house, and, had talked
for a few minutes on various topics, Young· Wild
West and his partners were escorted over to the
place where the pigs were kept by the ranchman. Hop turned his attention to the cowboy
quaiters. He rather liked several of the Cowboy
Sports he had, met the night before, and he was
anxious to see them again. The first man he met
as he di,smountecli before the buildling was 'Strong,1\.rm Pete. The rascally cowboy scowled when
he saw the Chinaman, and in an ugly tone of
voice he exclaimed1:
"So you have come around here, ha.ve yer,
heathen? What do yer want?"
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "Me no
wantee you. Me no likee you . . You allee samee
bigee bluffee, so be. You mind your business
and me mindee mine."
"Look out how yer talk ter me heathen. You
needn't think that 'cause Young Wild West is
here at ther ranch that I'm goin' ter rtake any
guff ·from you. I'd, jest as leave put a hole
through you as I would to shoot' a rattler. You
don't think I've forgot what happened yisterday,
do yer?"
"No, me no think !art, Misler Pete. Me know
y,ou velly muchee bad man, so be. You allee
samee um boss lastler of nine counties. You
velly smartee man, when nobody allee s,amee
'lound. You bettee lookee outee and not bother
me. Me allee samee velly bad Chinee, some
timee. Me ~ootee allee samee likee Young
Wild West."
Hop spoke just as though he meant every word
he was saying, and to emphasize his remark he
showed the villain the big, old-fashioned sixshooter he generally had hidden somewhere
undel' his loose-fitting coat. The weapon was one
of the kind that had been used by cavalrymen
before the Civil War, and was rather out of date
just then. But there was no doubt that it could
deal out death and destruction, just the same.
Anyhow, Strong-Arm Pete hauled in his horns,
so to speak. The fact was that he believed that
perhaps the Chinaman could shoot ·very
straight, and that being the case, he di.id not
want to get into trouble with him. Hearing the
sound of voices, some of the cowboys came out.
"Hello, Hop!" called out Willis, the youngest
man of the bunch. "You got over a little early,
I 1·eckon. Did Young Wild West an' ther reS1t
come?"
"Yes," answered Hop. "They allee !lamee over '
at um house, so be. Me comee 'lound to see um
Cowboy Sports, so be. Me allee samt-e :iportee,
too; me velly muchee sportee."
"You kin bet your life :irer are," ,ind Willis
laughed heartily. "Come on inside. We've got
a little tanglefoot here. I reckon a little drink
will do you good jest about now."
"Lat light," and Hop was not long in getting
inside the building.
Montez was there busy in polishing up a handsome saddle that he no doubt meant to use that
afternoon. He frowned as the Chinaman passecl
him, but diid not dleign to speak. It was quite
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evident ,that he, like Strong-Arm Pete, had a ister the drug to Young Wild West's horse, he
strong dislike for Hop. But since the owner of said:
the ranch had taken a notion to him, it was not
"We mu st not been seen together too much,
stood policy for him to say anything just then. or someone might suspicion something. We wm
The cowboys .had brought quite a stock of liquor go out of here now, one at a time."
with them from the town, and Hop was soon
Spencer left first. Pete was not long in fol drinking to their health. The men made a whole lowing him, and, then the Mexican also left the
lot of him, and it was nothing strange that the barn. Hop was watching, and the moment Mon 6hinaman should con_sider himself quite an i.m- tez was out of sight he arose and quickly climbed
portant personage. He had not been with them to the window. This was not a very difficult
very long when a horseman rode up and dis- thing to do, since it was not so very far from the
mounted.• Several of the cowboys ran out to see ground. He drew himself through and cl:ropped
who it was. The newcomer was no other than lightly upon the floor of the barn. The next
Hap Spencer, the gambler-hunter. He received minute the little package of poison was in his
a hearty welcome from Montez and Strong-Arm hand. Hop grinned, and then he prnceeded to
Pete, but the others did not appear to take a open ft. A sudden thought had come in his .
gxeat deal of stock in ihim. Hop talked away head, and he meant to fool the villains. He
glibly, but al! the while he was .keeping a watch found that _the contents of the paper consisted
uflon the three men who he knew were so much of about an ounce of brownish powder.
!)_pposed to Young Wild West and his partners.
"Me fixee," he muttered, and then he carefully
When he saw the three walk slowly toward the clumped the powder into a piece of paper he took
barn, which was a short distance away, he made from his pocket.
an excuse and left the building . .-He made out
This done., he brought out a handEful of sand
he was going to the house, and headed toward from another pocket. Just why he happened to
the barn in the rear of the cowboy quarters. have the sand there it is difficult to say; but Hop
.:_ The Chinaman was n_ot long in reaching a little was liable to have almost anything about him.
window, and as he drew himself up he was grati- He poured the sand into the package and then
fied to see the three villains standing inside the carefully tied it up with the string he hadi i-ebarn, and not more than twenty feet from him. moved in order to get at it. Then he placed it
He quickly got his head out of sight, and ithen just where be had found it and crept out through
dropping to the ground, .he placed his eye to a the window.
knothole and watched and listened.
"Now !en me go tellee Mis!er Wild," he mut"There's only one thing about it, Montez," he tered. "But Spitfire no gittee poisoned !is day.
heard Spencer exclaim just then. "That galoot . Me bettee on lat!"
of a Young Wild West must not be allowed to
win any of ther contests which is goin' to take
place on ther ranch this afternoon. I don't know
as we dare to kill. him right out, but I think CHAPTER VIII.-vVild and Arietta Are the
Victors irt the First Event.
you're smart enough to think of some way rthat
we kin cripple him. I was thinkin' of givin' his
Wild and his ·partners took no little inte1·est
horse a dose of somethin' I've got in my pocket. in the stock De Groot . had to show them, and
If I win git. a little of that into ther critter, I'll they lingered some time, looking at the pigs,
gamble on it that ther boy won't make much of big and little. Then they all walked over to the
a showin'. The stuff I've got was given ter me house, and were jUst in time to see several new
by an Injun who is putty well up on herbs that arrivals riding and driving up. The fact was
are p'ison. A dose of it won't kill ther horse, that De Groot :had adivertised it pretty well
but it'll make him so lazy an' sleepy that he won't among ,t he cowboys and ranchmen ·,t hat he was
know what he's doin'."
going to have a picnic, and it seemed that almost
"Good!" exclaimed it.he Mexican, as he _gave a everyone who heard about it was anxious t o
nod of approval. "That sorrel stallion of Young come. Our friends were delighted when they
Wild West's must have a dose of that med~cine found some people they had met before, and it
of yours, Sen or Spencer. I shall see to it that was while they were talking to some of them
he gets it, too. Just give it to me."
that Hop Wah pushed his way forward and
· "But don't yer think ther boy oughter have touched our hero upon the arm.
"Me wantee tellee sometling, Misler Wild," he
somethin' done to him, too?" queried the villainous hunter, as he handed the small package to whispered.
The young dead,shot knew right away that Hop
him.
"Well, I think it will be best to wait and see had something ,important to tell 11im, so he
how things go," was the reply, a s Montez step- quickly excused himself and followed the Chinaped over and · laid the package upon one of the man a short distance away.
"What is it, Hop?" he asked.
beams that ran horizontally across the rear of
Hop quickly told him what he had seen and
the barn. Hop could not see where he put it,
of course, but he could easily tell that the little overheard -at the :b arn.
"The scoundrels!" exclaimed our hero, his eyes
package was placed not far from the window he
had first peeped through. He made up his mind flashing, for nothing angered him more than to
to get possession of it, no matter what might think that his noble horse was in danger at the
.
happen. Things worked just riis way. The three hands of the villains.
"Lat light, Misler Wild," declared Hop, shakvillains did not remain there very long. After
Montez had assured Strong-Arm Pete and the ing his head and looking very sole.mn. "But me
huntex that he woi.ld surely find a way to admin- fixee allee light. Me climb thlough um window
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and takee um poison powder outee um paper and moved from the package Montez had placed upon
Jen putee in some sand. Let Misler Montez go the beam in the barn.
ahead and tly fixee Spitfire. He no makee outee
De Groot looked the stuff over carefully,
velly muchee goodee, so be."
smelled it and then shook his head.
"I have a notion to watch for the scoundrel to
"I have not the least doubt but what that is
try it and shoot him dead in his tracks!" Wild , poison, Young Wild West," he d;ecl3:re1,- "But
exclaimed.
"Well, Hop, you can bet there's wha~ has my forem~n g?t to do with 1t?
going to be some fun here on the range, and
Wild then tqld him Just what Hop had seen
some fighting as well. Before we get through and heard at the barn. The ranchman looked
with this picnic, I am going to make Montez grave.
fight me in the open. I am first going to give
"This a1'ter the case, Young Wild West!" he
it out to everyone what a dastardly trick he exclaimed, suddenly. "I shall see to it that Montried to play on me. Then he ha s either got to tez and Strong-Arm Pete are discharged at once
fight or have the heels of his boots shot off."
and that rascally hunter will be given ten min"Lat light, Misler Wild!" the Chinaman ex- utes to get out of sight."
claimed, nodding his approval. "You oughtee
He made a move to start for the door, but our
allee samee shootee um bad galoot, so be."
hero caught him.
Hop then showed the powder he had taken
"Hold on a minute, Mr. De Groot. You gave
from the package and Wild took some of it and me your promise th at you were not going to say
went into the house. He was not much of a anyth ing about what I was going to tell you untir
·ct
I gave you permission to do so."
h
judge of poisonous powders, but h e ad an I ea
"But you surely don't want. me to keep these
about some of them. After thinking it o~er ~e villains here any longer, do you?"
rlecided to tell De Groot about th e matter, or e
"Yes, I do. I want you to keep them here until
was pretty certain he could make him agree to the proper time arrives. Then I'll show the Mexth
keep silent about it until e- proper moment ar- ican up before the whole crowd, and he has either
rived. After he had studied th e powder for a got to fight or do the tenderfoot dance. Af-ter I
·while he sought him out a nd took him ito th e get through with him you are at liberty to dislittle kitchen at th e rear of th e house.
charge him, or keep him, just as you like."
"Mr. De Groot," said he, "I want to tell you
"Well, if that is the case, I suppose it is all
something; but before I do I want you to prom- right," and rt.he ranchman nodded. "I certainly
ise to keep it a ,s ecret until I tell you it is all gave you my promise, and I am going to keep it,
1·ight to let it be known."
Young Wild West. I shall not say a word to
"Why-er- what's the matter, Young Wild anyone here-not· even to my wife."
West?"
"All right."
The ranchman was certainly surprised at hear"So the Chinaman removed the powder from
in?. the boy talk in that way.
the package andi put sand in its place, did he?
'Well, there's something quite serious the Well, he's a very clever fellow, thel'e is no doubt
m.?.tter; or it would be serious if the · thing was about that. I have seen quite enough of him to
carried through. But just promise me that you know that. But I must say I am really astonwill keep it a secret until I tell you to let it ished to think that Monte would stoop to such a
out."
dirty, low trick as this. I call my men the Cow"Why, certainly! I have the greates t of con- boy Spo1,ts. That is because I have always been
fidence in you, Young Wild West. Go ahead and a sort of sporting man, and I like the term. I
tell me what it is."
have got a fine ranch, if I do say it myself, and
"Well, your foreman, Monte, is one of the my stock is all that could be wished for. It
worst villains I ever met."
•
seems fitting that I should have men working for
De Groot shrugged his shoulders.
me who should be sporty, so to speak. But I
"I don't know about that," he answered, shak- am not going to have any scoundrels in my eming his head. "I suppose he does feel pretty sore ploy, Young Wild West."
against you for what happened over at El Quito.
" I don't blame you f~r that," the boy replied.
But as to his being a scoundrel, I am not so sure "Thi s goes to show you what sort of a man Monabout that. He has always served me pretty tez is. If he would do such a thing as to poison
well. He has been in my employ for over four m3/ horse, or even to d,rug him fo r the purpose
lJIOnths now, and I must say that I like his way of preventing my winning a contest this afterIf doing things."
noon, simply because I took the part of our
"Well, that may be," our hero retorted. "But Chinee, when he was in danger of being shot,
what would you think of a man who would poison there is no telling what he might do to you some
a horse so that the owner would fail in compet- tilrte. A villain is a villain, Mr. De Groot. You
ing in the events that a1'e to take place at your know that as well as I do."
picnic?"
"Yes, I know. You can rest a ssured that after
"What!" gasped the ranchman, giving a vio- you get through with Montez he will be di scharglent start. "You don't mean to say that Montez ed, anti if he shows an y animosity toward me he
would do anything like that, do you?"
may get something worse. I am not a man to be
"That is just what I d9 say, Mr. De Groot. trifled wilh, Young Wild West."
Do you know anything about poisonous powThe young deadshot gave a nod, and then after
ders ?"
leaving the poison powder in the charge of the
"Well, not a great deal."
ranchman, he went QUt upon the front porch and
"How about this ,s tuff?" and Wild showed him joined the company that was gathered there.
the paper containing: the oow·der Hoo had re- The bov c!id not let on to an \'One of what. h,.,t
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h::rppened. But he meant to tell Charlie and Jim
as soon as he got the chance. The invited guests
kept on arriving, and soon it was time to ride
out upon the range, where the fun was to ·take
place. Wild had felt pretty certain that Hop
would keep a good watch on the three villains,
so he had 'paidi no fm,ther attention to his horse.
As he was ready to mount Hop came running
up, and in a whisper said:
"Me see Montez allee samee givee Spitfire
some sugar, -so· be. Um sugar was allee samee ·
mixed with sand, Misler Wild."
There was a grin upon the Celestial's face as
he :spoke.
"Did anyone else see him do it?" Wid asked.
"Yes, Misler Wild. Thlee or four cowboys
aUee samee lere at um time. Montez givee his
own horse some siuga1·, too, so be. But lat ~mgar
no mixee with sand."
"Ah!" and our hero's ey,es flashed.
He did not believe that rthe powder Hop had
secured would kill the horse outright now, for if
such was the case the villain would not have
given it to the souel SQ soon. But it was enough
to think that he would even d!rug rthe animal. A
few minutes later the crowd was riding out upon
the range. Those who were not to take part in
any of the contests were conducted to a spoit
where they could watch the proceedings at all
stages of the game. Petey De Groot was certainly proud of his Cowboy Sports, and as they
really were a very clever lot of ride1·s, and most
of them being able ito handlle a revolver with
wonderful quickness and accuracy, he had a perfect 1·ight to be that way.
There were as many as thirty women and girls
present, while the ranchmen and cowboys must
have numbered fully fifty. All those belonging
to the neighboring ranches ddd not come, for it
was necessary that some should remain at home
to take care of things. Most of the cowboys
who had come wanted to go in the contests, especially as jt had! been announced that De Groot
was going to give prizes. When everything was
Teady he rode out before the assemblage, and
bringing his horse to a halt, announced that ~h_e
first thing on the p1·ogramme would be an exh1b1• tion of reckless riding out to a lone tree that
stood a mile away. on the range, and back to rthe
starting point.
"I hope everyone who has a horse will join in
this," he added. "But before we go any further
I am going to appoint three judg·es, who will
award prizes to one male and one female rider.
Not only reckless riding will be taken into consideration in awarding these prizes, but ,s kill and
grace will be counted also. Now then, everybody get read,y ."
Our hero and his friends were already mounted, as were nearly all the rest, who had a notion
of joining in the ride out to the tree and back.
The most of them were simply going in for the
fun of it, not e..xpecting to, stand a chance of
winning a prize. As there were no s11ipulations
as to what should be done, it was left to the
riders themselves to show what they could do in
the way of recklessness. De Groot waited until
they had all lined up, and when he had counted
them he gave a nod of satisfaction, for there
were forty in the line.
\ ('
0

ijine of these were of the fem1\le sex, six
being cowgirls frqm 1different ranches, and three
being the girls belonging to Young Wild . West's
party. When everythin~ was in readiness the
ranchman threw up his revolver and fired a shot.
Off went the riders in a jiffy, the cowboys yelling and swinging their hats as they rode. When
the start was made Wild had no notion of just
what he meant to do, though he had made up his
mind to do something that would make the eyes
of the spectator.s open. He got close to Arietta
as they <lashed along, and soon they were slightly leading the others.
"Et," said he, as he leaned over, so she could
hear his words plainly, "I reckon we've got to do
something pretty good. · As ,s oon as we get a
little more lead on the bunch we will change
horses while riding at full s,peed. I reckon you
can do it all tight." ·
"Oh, yes, Wild," was the reply. "I arn sure I
can."
"It won't make any difference because I have
not a sid'e saddle, the same as you have," the
boy went on. "I reckon you can ride any
fashion."
"You know I can, Wild."
"All right. Now get that pony of yours going
at his best. I will set the pace for you "
The boy spoke sharply to the sorrel stallion,
and the next minute he was lea_ding his sweetheart by three or four lengths. But the creamwhite broncho Arietta was mounted upon was of
very good .stock, andi having the sorrel to leaq
him, he put himself to his best. The result was
that the two easily outdistanced the rest, and
when. they were perhaps a hundred :feet ahead of ~
the nearest of the bunch, Arietta drew alongsid,e her dashing young lover. Then it was those
Wild
watching 1·eceived a genuine surprise.
reached over with his right a1·m and, catching his
sweetheart about the waist, swung her bodily
from her horse to his own. He left her clinging
to the horn of the saddle, and without paying any
further attention to he1·, he leaped nimbly upon
the back of the white horse. Arietta was not
long .in getting into _the saddle, and as they
spread apart a little shout went up from the
spectators far behind them. Then the cowboys
jo'ined in, too, for they could not help it. A little further on the performance was Tepeated,
and Wild and Arietta were again riding their
own horses.
"That will do until we come back, I reck"On,
Et," the dashing young deadshot said, as he
smiled at the gil'l. "When we get pretty near
the finish line I will ride ahead of you and drop
my handkerchief, and then my hat. I want you
to pick them up, of course. I am not going to
attempt anything like that myself, because most
of the cowboys are able to dro that trick. But I
reckon the cowgirls will be ,a-tumped if they try
it."
"All right, Wild," was the 1·eply. "I guesss I
can do it, all right."
They were the first to reach the tree, of course,
and then as they rode back they had a good look
at those who were app:roaching. · The cowboya
we1,e going through all sorts of maneuvers.
Some of them were hangin~ over with a hand
dragging uppn t:\le ground, while others had
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turned themselves 'in the saddle and were wavtheir hats and yelling themselves hoarse.
Our hero .and his sweetheart smiled at thi s.
There was really nothing to it, but it made a little excitement. and the performers were applauded roundly. Those approaching the tree spread
out to permit the boy and girl to pass through,
and as they met the cheers for Young Wild West
and Arietta. were deafening. Neither the boy
nor girl were trying to do anything that migh~
ibe called reckless now. They were riding with
an ease and grace that was bound to bring admiration from the spectators. No young couple
on the range could come anywhere near .t o their
style of riding, and when they were yet a quarter of a mile from t'he finish t11ey could hear the
crowd cheering, and could see them waving hats
and handkerchiefs.
"Et," said our hero, in his cool and easy way,
"I reckon we are going to capture the prizes."
"Of course," was Ure girl's retort, just as
tthough she had never once doubted that such
would be the case.
"Well, all right. Now you slack up just a
little and I will go ahead and drop my hat and
handkerchief."
The girl d;id as. he told her, and speaking
sharply to Spitfire, dashing Young Wild West
went ahead like a streak. When he had placed
about twenty feet between him and his sweet·h eart he dropped his hat. A · hundred feet fur·
ther on he let his handkerchief g·o. Then, without paying the least attention to Arietta, he
swung himself over, head bent toward the ground
on the right, holding fast :to the left stirru.p. A
quick i,wing ari.d he went under the belly of the
horse, catching hold to the saddle-girth with his
hands. Quickly he drew himself upward, and
then with a quick twitch of his foot he removed
it from the stinup and swung himself upon the
saddle from the other side. To do a thing like
this while riding at full speed wa s cert ainly marvelous. But when the crowd saw the boy seated
in the saddle and riding straight toward them a
shout went up. But just at that moment Arietta, who had! swung around: in a circle in order
to permit her lover to do his first trick, swooped
down upon the hat and picked it up as easily as
though it was an every-day occurrence for her.
She waved the hat over her head and then made
ready to catch the handkerchief. This she did
just as easily, and then with the applause ringing in .her ears, she gallpedl along with the speed
of the wind and joined her dashing young lover,
just as he was within a hundred: feet of the finish
line. It is doubtful if the spectators had paid
any attention to the rest of the contestants.
What they had seen Young Wild West and, his
sweetheart do was quite enough to hold their attention. The ranchmen and their wives and
daughters rushe<l to meet the handsome and
<lashing young couple as they brought their
·
horses to a halt.
"You win!" shouted one of the judges. "We ·
decided on that right away . Young Wild West
an' his gal takes ther prizes for reckless and
graceful riding. Whoopee, whoopee, wow!"
Then it was that another cheer went up, for
bowing and smiling, Wild and Arietta sat in the ~
sa_ddle. Percy De Groot seemed ·to be more than

ing
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pleased at the result, but he did not award the
prizes until the rest of the contestants had! returned. Then he made a little speech and announced the decision of the judges: With the exception of Montez, Strong-Arm P.ete and Hap
Spencer, everyone there was perfectly satisfied
with the result. But when our hero and his
sweetheart received their prizes they were not a
little astonished. Wjld's was · a diamond scarfpin,
while Arietta's was a . brooch set with small diamonds anp. a ruby. It was evident that De Groot
had plenty of money, and that when he got up a
sporting_ event he was quite willing to spend it.
They both thanked hi-m, and, then for the next
five minutes they were engaged in shaking hands
with those who were so anxious to co:ngratulata
them.
CHAPTER IX.-The Picnic Continues.
Montez, Strong-Arm Pete and Spencer watched the start of the opening event with no lit-tie
interest. Pete had declined to go in it so he
might watch the horse of Young Wild West give
out. He did not know just how soon the powder
would begi-n to work on the horse, but he thought
it might take effect in less than half an hour.
Montez had assured him that the horse had eaten
almost every grain there was in the paper package, andl the villainous cowboy declared that it
would! surely take effect.
"It might kill ther horse, too," he added, a
grim smiLe playing ahout his ugly-looking face.
"But we don't care for that. It ain't likely we
would be able t o git hold of ther horse, even if
Young Wild West an' his pard!s both got killed.)'
"That's right," the Mexican answe1·ed, with a
shrug of his shoulders. "Let the powder kill
the beast, for all I care."
"I hope it does, that's all," spoke up the villainous man who posed as a hunter, but really
made his living by gambling.
But when the three saw Wild and Arietta ride
up to the finish line, victors in the exhibition of
i·eckless and graceful riding, they saw that the
S L rrel stallion was in very fine f ettle, indeed.
"It ain't even · begun to have effect yet," r~ma1·ked P et e, looking di sgustedly at the crowd
·who had surrounded our hero and his sweetheart.
"That's what I call blame funny. From what
ther Injun told me that is a mighty powerful
powder. He said it would put any kind of an
attiP ,al ter sleep . soon after it was swallowed.
In case it was kept down in -ther stomach it
would! come putty nigh killin' him, too. I reckon
that sorrel ain't a little bit sick.''
"He don't act so, anyhow," declared Spencer,
as he took a chew of tobacco. "Well, maybe
the1: stallion has got a mighty powerful constitntie11., an' it takes a little longer for ther stuff
to act on him than it would on some other
horses."
"That's it, no doubt,'' Montez said, nodding
approvingly. "I never thought of that. Senor
Spencer, you are no doubt right.''
It "\'\'as fully ten minutes after the ending of
the reckless ride, as it might be termed, before
1hr ranchman announced the next event to take
place.
"Ladles and gentlemen," he said; as he 11ode·
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before the crowd and brought his horse to a halt,
"we will now have an exhibition of rough and
ready riding, and shooting at the same time.
Thi:< is open fo1· men andi boys only. I may as
well state that the prize I am going to give to
the victor is a hundred dollars in gold. I think
that will be more acceptable than something in
the line of jewelry. Everyone is welcome to take
part. Ride up, .b oys, and we will soon arrange
the affair to your full satisfaction."
At first Wild did not feel inclined to go in, but
so many urged him to that he could hardly decline.
"Well," said he, as he mounted Spitfire, "if l
go in I am going in to win. I don't suppose you
will all think it fair if I do win."
"Oh, yes, we will, Young Wild West!" cal~ed
out Willis, the youngest cowboy connected wrt:h
Thoroughbred Ranch. "We don't care if you win
every prize what's put up. But I reckon some
of us will give yer a hard tus sle afore yer do it."
The fact was that Willis considered! himself
an expert at riding and s})1ioting, and there was
no doub1l but that he felt confident of carrying
off the next prize. But there were others who
~re nearly as good at it as he. Galloping Luke
and his fi'iends were going to take part in the
affair, though Luke told Wild as he rode past hi.m
that be bad no idea of even trying to win.
"We'll bet on you, Young Wild West," he added, and then he rode on and joined! his ·companions.
"Ladies and gentlemen," said the ranchman, as
he turned again to the crowd, after those who
were to contest ln the event had lined up, "you
all know that I am of a sporting tum of mind.
I stand ready to win or lose some money on this
contest. I am going oo give a hundred dollars
as a prize, so I will bet a hund~·ed more that one
of my Cowboy Sports will be the winner, Who
is ready to take me up 7"
"I am, boss."
It was Cheyenne Chai-lie who spoke, and he
quickly stepped: forwai-d, holding a hundred dollars in his hand.
"All right," was the laughing reply. "I expected you would accept my offer. But understand me; this is simply a good-natured! bet•.
If I lose, I assw·e you th~t I will think jest as
much of you as ever;JJ.ndi 1f you lose I want you
to have the same feell'1g toward me."
"I sartinly will, boss," the scout ·d eclared.
"All Tight, then. With that understanding I.
will lay the wager with you."
The money was quickly put in the hands of
one of the three judges. Then just as De Groot
was about to explain. what the contest was to
consist of, Galloping Luke rode hastily ·to the
spot. He had been consulting with his friends,
and the result was they had rnised a hund1·ed
dollars between them.
"I'll take a hundTed of that," the cowboy called
out, showing the money in his hand. '.'You might
as well go another hundred, Boss De Groot."
"I suppose you are going to bet on Young Wil-d
West?"
"Well, if yer want it that way, yes. You said
you would bet a hundredi that one of your Cowboy Sports would win, an' that's what I took you
up on, Bui: J'll change that, if it'll suit you any

better. I'll bet a hundred that Young Wild West
wins."
"Oh, never mind that. Leave it t~ other way.
You have more of a chance then."
"Well, I don't think I will, but let it go at
that."
Cheyenne Charlie again stepped forward.
"Boss," said he, "if you're a real sport, as I
think yer are, maybe you'll bet five hundred that
'
Young Wild West don 't win."
· "I certainly will," was the reply. "You're
putting one against forty, and I should ·be foolish indeed! not to accept such a bet. But-are you
sure you want to bet that way?"
"If I didn't, I wouldn't make ther offer," the
scout answeredi, quickly, as he fiashid five hundred dollars before the man's eyes. _ "Here yer
are. I'm somewhat of a sport myself. I was
born in the land of sp-0rts, yei- know-up in old
Cheyenne. Whoopee, whoopee, whoope!"
Several of the cowboys joined in giving a genuine cowboy shout, and waiting till it was over,
De Groot promptly covered the money, and it
was placed in the hands of the stakeholder. No
one seemed to ,c are to make any more bets, nor
did the ranchman act as though he did. He
quickly rode about among the spectators and selected six cowboys who had not enteredi in the
contest. Next he went to a wagon that had been
brought out upon the 1·ange and took from it a
crate of glass balls which were filled with
feathers.
"Boys," said he, looking at those he had selected, "I want you to each take a dozen of these
glass balls, and ride out a couple of hundred
yai-ds. Station yourselves about fifty feeJ; apart
in a line. When I give the word six of the riders
will make a dash. As they are in the act of
passing you I want you to throw up the twelve
balls, one after the g.ther, as -fast as you can.
T.he man who breaks the greatest number of the
balls before they strike the ground will have
scored a point toward the victory. Do you understand?"
They all declared that they did. Then they
were given a small basket apiece, and into these
the balls were placed. When they had mounted
the baskets were handed to them and they were
instructeii to carry them upon their left arm, so
they would have the right hand! free to throw the
balls into the air.
"Each of you must throw the balls up for the
horseman who is coming toward you," was the
final instruction.
They all understood, so it was not long before
they had! taken their stations at the required distance. · There were only twe,l ve to go into the
contest, and it so happened! that our hero ·w as
not among the fii-st six selected to have the first
try. Willis was, however, and as the revolver
cracked for them to start the Cowboy Sports uttered a yell, and calling him by name, urged Jilin
to go in and win. I~ was a very pretty sight to
see the six cowboys riding furiously over the
ranget while those stationed with the glass balls
waitect for their approach, so they might throw
them up fur targets, Right a,1J the proper time
the glass balls began soai·ing in the air, and then
it was that a regular fusillade of shots sounded;
Wild and hj,s partners watched, sharply, and when
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they saw that Willis was about the only one
who ,vas making anything like a good showing
they sniiled. Each man was allowed to empty
1b oth his revolvers, and that ended it. When the
shots had all been fired it was found that Willis
hadi broken six of :the bans, just half the number
that had been thrown. up for him. The nearest
man to him got three, while the rest got tWIO or
one, with one man failing to hit any of then,.
"What d-0 you 'think of that, Cheyenne Charlie?" asked De Groot, as he came over to where
-0ur friends were standing. "That young fellow
named Willis\js certainly a wonder, isn't he?"
"He sai-tinly'- is," the scout retorted, grinning
llt the ranchman. "He got jest half of what he
shot at, all 1·ight."
"Well, that is really something e:i,..'traordinary.
Just con sider how d,ifficult it is to shoot at a glass
ball in the air while riding at full speed."
"Yes, I reckon it is mighty difficult," and the
scout grinned again.
"See here," said the ranchman, looking at him
cu1·iously, "I believe you think it wa:s not much
of a showing, after all. I can tell by the way
ynu look."
"Well, maybe I don't," admitted the scout.
"If Willis is ther best of your Cowboy Sports at
that sort of woi-k, I reckon you don't stand much
show of winnin' ther money you put up."
Something like a grave express ion came over
De Groot's face.
"Young Wild West, can you beat that, do you
think?" he a:sked, as _he turned his gaze upon
our hero.
"WeJI, I don't like to say, Mr. De Groot," was
the reply. "If I said I thought I c,ould you might
think I was bragging."
"But you really think you can do better than
Willis did, don't you?"
It was a blunt question, so the young deadshot
_
promptly retorted:
''Yes, I do. I think I can do much better. I
don't ln1ow whether I will do it or not, but I am
going to try and break the whole twelve balls."
"What!" De Groot certainly looked surprised.
·
"That's what I ,said, Mr. De Groot."
"I wouldn't be afraid to bet a thousand dol-·
lars that you can't."
"I don't want to bet with you," and Wild
shook his head.
"But I do!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as
he drew hiis wallet.
''Hold oll", Charlie," interposed our · hero.
"Don't make ·any more bets. Mr. De Groot is too
good a man for that. To ten the truth, I am
confident that I can break all the balls; but I
don't want yiou to bet."
"All right, then; I won't," and the wallet went
quickly back into the scout's pocket.
The ranchman hesitated a moment, and theti
he gave a nod and walked away. The cowboys
were soon ready with the glass balls again, and
then the other six of the contestants lined up fo1·
the start. As though he was trying to handicap
him as much as possible, De G1'0ot placed Wild
near the center of the .line. But this made little
difference to the dashing young deadshot. He
did not care whether h.e was on the left, right,
or anywhere else. All he wanted was for the man
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·who handled the glass balls to throw them high
into the air, so he could have a chance at them.
"Al'e you all ready?" t he ranchman shouted.
"Yes," came the answer from all six of the
contestants.
Crack! The sharp report of De Groot's revolver rang out, and away they dashed. Wild had
his eye fixed upon the man who was to throw
the glass balls for him, but not until he was
within twenty feet of him did he draw his revolvers. The rest of . them had them in their
hands right from the very start. A second later
the balls went flying upward, and then the shooi:ing began. Young Wild West shot alternately
with each hand, and at every shot one of the
glass balls was broken . The lowest was within
ten feet of the ground, and he broke it with a
lefthand shot, making it twelve straight. Of
course he could not tell what the others had done,
for he hadi all he could do to pay attention to
what he was doing himseff. But the cheer that
went up, and the free use of his name, told him
that he bad won out. But he had expected noth·
ing else, so it was not surprising.
CHAPTER X.-The Fig·hting Begins.
As Young Wild West turned to ride back he
saw that the five men he had been shooting
against were waving their hats at him. The)were cheering him, too, which showed that the)~
bore no ill-feeling towaTd him for the remarkable display of shooting he had given them.
"You're ther champion deadshot, all right;'
declared one of them, as he galloped alongside
the sorrel and put out his hand. Wild took it
and gave him a hearty shake.
"Well, that's what they have named me," Im
answered, modestly. 'I made up my mind when
I started out that I was going to hit the whole
twelve balls, if they were thrown up anything
like right. They could not have beeri thrown up
better, so I just did it, that's all."
It was a great ovation the boy received as he
rode baek t-0 the starting line, and when he saw
th!3-t the ranchman_ was smiling he made up his
mmd that he certainly was what might be called
a true sport, and anything but a hard loser, as
.
·
well.
"You're all right, Young Wild West!" he cried,
as he shook him by the hand. "I don't mind
losing the wagers I made, for every time I make
a mistake like that I learn something. I know
enough now never to bet against you again.
That's worth something, isn't it?"
"Well, I don't know about that," retorted Wild
smiling at him. "I might try something else and
not succeed as well as I did in the glass ball
s_hooting."
The ranchman shook his head.
"I don't believe that," he declared. "I am now
positive that anything you go into you wi!J be
the winner. But it is all right. Since my Cowboy Sports cannot win I don't know of anyone
I would rather see d-0 it than yourself."
"Thank you for saying that, Mr. De Groot. I
believe you mean every word of it."
Probably Cheyenne Charlie was more delighted
than anyone else there, though that is saying a
whole lot. Of course there were three witnesa;ea
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to the wonderful shooting- of our hero who were
not pleased. They were enraged.., in fact. The
face of Montez, the villainous foreman of the
cowboys, was almost black with passion when
he realized that the dashing young deadshot had
broken all twelve of the glass balls.
"That boy is a regular fiend," he declared, as
he looked at Spencer and Strong-Arm Pete.
"There isn't one man in a thousand who could <lo
that. And look at that sorrel stallion, too. Why,
there's not the least thing the matter with him.
Pete, I rather think your drug was no good."
The villainou cowboy shook his head.
"No," he declared, "ther Injun what give me
that didn't lie to me. I've known him too long
for that. Ther stuff was all right. It'll work
yet, you see if it don't. That sorrel has got a
mighty strong constitution maybe, an' it'll take
a little longe1· to fetch him, but fetch him it will.
I'm sartin of it."
"If somethin' don't happen to Young Wild
West putty soon I'll feel like fetchin' him!" exclaimed the hunter, as he pressed his lips tightly
together. "Ther longer I wait here ther more I
hate that boy.' 1
"I fancv that is the same with us," retorted
Montez, forcing a smile. "My · feelings toward
Young Wild West certainly can't grow any better."
· "I know mine can't," and Strong-Arm Pete
shot a savage glance from under his shaggy
brows at the victorious boy hero, who was being
lauded bY the crowd.
The thi·ee villains stood a short distance away
from the crowd, and as they suddenly saw the
ranchman coming toward them they all felt a
trifle uneasy.
"Why don't you fellows come over here and
congratulate Young Wild West on his wonderful
shooting?" De Groot asked, as he looke<l at them
in a peculiar way. "You said over at El Quito
yesterday that you bore no ill-feeling. Now is
the time to show it, if you spoke the truth."
"Well, we know he don't like us, Senor De
Groot," Montez answered, shrugging his shoulders; "so what is the use of us going up to him.
While I bear him no ill-will, I can't say that I
like him. He certainly has proved himself a
wonderful shot, however, and I give him credit
for it."
"Oh! is that the way you feel, too, Pete?" and
the ranchman turned his gaze upon the villainous
cowboy's face.
"I reckon it is, boss," was the reply, while Pete
looked at the ground,, not feeling as though he
could safely gaze into the eyes of his employer.
_"It's ther same with me," Spencer spoke up,
not waiting to be questioned.
"Oh, very well, then! But are not you fellows
going to take a hand in this picnic of ours?"
"No," answered Montez. "We will simply be
spectators, that is all. What's the use of going
into any of the contests, when we know that it is
certain Young Wild West can beat any of us at
anything there is to be done."
"Well, there is a whole lot in that," admitted
De Groot, as he turned away.
The shooting at the glass balls was what might
be called the first half of the rough-riding contest. All twelve of the contestants were now
linerl no. and when they were ready to ride away
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across the range, De Groot told them that they
were to drop their handkerchiefs and pick them
up, the same as Arietta had done in the first
event. This was a very easy thing for our hero
to do, and he could not help smiling when he
heard the instruction. The pistol cracked and
they all started off, each one left to his own way
of doing it. Wild had a good -ehance to watch
the contestants now, though he dropped ·his
handkerchief every now _and then and rode back
and picked it up with the greatest of ease. He
found that they were all pretty expert at that
sort of businesss, so when about ten minutes had
passed there was really no telling which was the
best one. He rode up to within a hundred yards
of the group of spectators and brought his horse
to a halt. Then it was not long before he had
them all around him.
"Boys," sa:@l he, "I reckon we've got to do
something a little more clever than this. Suppose we drop t,,,,·o handkerchiefs, say about fift)•
feet apart, and then pick th m up, one with each
hand?"
"That means mighty quick work," Willis declared, shaking his head. "A feller's got to
swing from one side to ther other mighty swiftlike. Fifty feet ain't very far, yer know."
"I know it isn't. _ Well, make it a hundred,
then."
"Well, that would suit me better."
"All right. Let it go at that."
All of them did not po ssess two handkerchiefs,
so those who did not rode over to wh i:> re the
crowd was waiting and secured them. Willis told
the ranchman what Young y'Vild West had proposed and received a nod to go ahead. It was
not such a really difficult task that Wild had
suggested, for he had seen many cowboys who
could do it nearly every time they tried. But he
had an idea that it might puzzle the Cowboy
Sports somewhat. He was right in this, too, for
not one Qf them succeeded in picking up t)1e second handkerchief. But he did it three times in
succession, however. He urged them to keep on
trying, but when each had failed after three attempts they gave it up.
A ,r ace to the lone tree and back concluded that
event. Wild won it easily, and when the sorrel
stallion came in a victor so far ahead of the rest,
and apparently as fre sh a s when he started,
Montez and his two villainous companions were
more disgusted than ever. They had moved up
among the crowd now, since they thought it
would look better for them to do so. De Groot
stepped over to our hero and promptly handed
him the hundred dollars in gold, as soon as the
judges announced the winner. The boy accepted
it and place<l it in his pocket, for he knew the
ranchman would not like it if he refused to take
it. De Groot had arranged no particular programme, but simply used his own judgment as
, to what should be done as fast as it struck him
to do so. After a short intermission, he announced that the next would be a roping contest.
"We will let the boys try it first," he added,
as he addressed the -spectators. "Then the girls
can show what they can do. I hope Miss Ariettta
will go in this contest."
"She certainly will. You kin bet on that,"
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "Arietta is mighty
·
swift at that kind of work, I kin tell yer."
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The ranchman now walked over to. whel'e the
three villains were standing. Though he despised
them for what they had planned to do to Young
Wild West's horse, he held himself in restraint
and made out that he was just as friendly to
· them as ever.
"Pete," said he, nod<l(ing to the man who called
himself the "boss wrastler of nine counties," "I
want you to go in this contest. When I first
decided to hold this picnic I figured- on you winning it. Though I hardly believe you can, I want
you to go .n, and I hope you will do your level
best."
It was .evident that the rascally cowboy did
not care to do it, but when Montez nodded for
•
him. to go ahea.d, he promptly answered:
"All right, boss. I'll get in if yer want me to.
I'll do my level best, too. I reckon I'm putty
good at rnpin' cattle, if I do say it myself."
"Of course you are. I know that well enough,
Pete."
It was fifteen minutes before a number of
cow.s were driven for the cowboys to show their
skill at roping, and then the line was formed for
the start. There were thirteen for this event,
-and there were only twelve cows. This meant
that one of them was going to get left. The
ranchman had conceived this idea, and he
thought it a very good one. But he did not
dream of such a thing a'S one of his cowboys being
the one who would get left. Counting Pete,
there were six of them. The other six were Gallopin' Luke and his friends, while the thirteenth
contestant was Young Wild West. The cows were
stirred up until they got pretty well frightened,
and then the pistol cracked for the thirteen to g·o
out and! rope them. The first to catch a cow
would be the victor. The cowboys dashed madly
forward, and, taking fright, the cows ran in
every direction. Wild soon was near enough to
1·ope one of them, but he did not do so. He
waited until three of the men had made attempts
and failed, an<l then he started for what appeared to be the wildest one of the lot, and
quickly lassoed it by the horns. Spitfire braced
himself, and the animal was thrown to the
ground. The frighten~d animal uttered an angry
bellow and lowered its horns as it rose to its feet,
for Wild had let him go. The animal made
straight for Strong-Arm Pete.
"Look out, Pete," called out several of the cowboys, as they saw him -0oming.
Down went the cowboy dandy right before the
maddened steer. .:(_ust then Wild let his rope go
and caught the beast about tbe horns again.
"Get out of the way!" he ~ried.
Then the boy's horse stopped quickly, and the
animal went up in the air with a jerk. Strong--..
Arm Pete rolled over ,and got out of the way in
a jiffy.. Burt, instead! of being thankful for the
clever work of Young Wild West, which surely
had saved him from being hurt, he suddenly
whipped out a revolver and fired at the boy.
What ever induced! him to do such a foolhardly
thing is not known. But it may have been that
he could no longer hold back the fierce hatred he
had for the dashing young deadshot, and let himself loose all a.it once. The bullet went so close
to the hea<l' of our hero that he felt the wind of
it, and though surprised at it, he quickly recovered himself and called out:
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"Now, then, I reckon there'll be some fighting
on the range. Call out the greaser an-di Spencer,
Pete. I am going to tr~m ~he three of you!"
Crack! Wild fired, a11d sent the revolver flying from the · hand of the villainous cowboy just
as he was taking aim for another shot.
"Whoopee!" yelled! Cheyenne Charlie. "They're
comin', Wil<l; an' so are wel"
The boy shot a glance behind him, and saw
Montez and the hunteT riding that way. Follow•
ing them were Charlie and Jim, and! not far behind them was the ranchman, a rifle in his hands.

CHAPTER XL-Conclusion.
Percy De Groot no sooner saw Strong-Arm
Pete fire a shot at Young Wild West than he
unslung the rifle that had been hanging over hfs
sJ:ioulder, and quickly turned it upon Montez, the
villainous foreman of the Cowboy Sports.
"Go out theret" he roa1·ed. ".Y oung Wild West
wants •you. Montez, you scounckel, I know all
about the plot you formed to drug that sorrel
stallion. The three of you who are in the plot
roust go out there and meet the dashing young
deadshot. I wouldn't have spoken so soon if I
had not seen that scoundrel out there try to kill
the boy, who probably saved his life. Move out
there, quick, 01· I'll send a bullet thr-ough your
heart. Y•ou go, too, Hap Spencer. I want you
to understand that I consider you on the level
with a venomous rattlesnake. Do as I say!"
The two villains were dumfounded. But with
the rifle pointed at them, there was nothing for
them to do but ;to obey De Groot's command.
They quickly mounted their -horses, and rode out
to the scene of the cattle-roping contest. Then
it was that Cheyenne Charlie and ,Tim Dart
mounted ,their horess. De Groot turned to the
crowd now, and as every eye was fixed upon him,
and all were silent, he explained in a few word&how the three villains had plotted to kill or disable Young Wild! West's horse, so the boy mighc
fail to win any of the contests. Before -110 had
finished Charlie and Jim were riding after Montez and the hunter. Then ,the ranchman swung
himself upon the back of his horse and rode after
them, holding his rifle ready to shcot, in case
the villains took a notion to try and escape.
The cowboys engaged in the roping contest uuick-·
ly scattered out of the way when they saw Young
Wild West shoot the revolver from the h!tnd 01:
Strong-Arm Pete. They -did not quite U!Jderstand what was going on, but all of them were
quite sure that Pet.e ha-ted the boy. Wild dait!
not fear Pete in the least, since he had sJ1ot him
through the wrist. He knew him to he a cowuc.
anyway.
He swung around in the sad die, ;..nd r,ot1ng
the direction tbe Mexican andl rthe hunte?' were
riding, he quickly rode off, so he mig-ht turn ,md
meet them, and be able to open fire upon them
without running the chance 01' hitting· any of the
crowd of ·spectators. The two villains mum h&Ye
realized! that it was all up with them, so they
decided to fight it out. When they saw the boy
turn and come riding straight ;toward them, a r&s
volver in either hand, they involuntarily checlt~l
the speed ·of their horses. Such· a bold: nWJVe :i~
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that was a little too much for them. Hap Spencer, however, took the chance of firing a shot at
the boy. But his aim was bad, and before he
could repeat it, ,our hero fired twice in quick succession. Spencer uttered a cry of pain and almost fell from the saddle, while the hat flew
from the head of Montez. But the hunter had
merely been hit in the arm, and though he
dropped his revolver, ,there was another hanging
from the holster at his left side.
Montez braug.ht his horse to a halt, and quickly
dropped to the ground, hiding behind the body
of the animal. He fired over the saddle, but
Wild had been in the act of turning off to the
right at that very instant, and the bullet missed
l·im by a foot. The boy did not want to shoot
the horse, so he meant to get around him if he
possibly could. Crack! Spencer fired ·with his
left hand this time, but, as before, he made a
miserable failure of it. Crack! It was Wild
who fired this time, and the bullet hit the arm
of the villain, thus rendering him perfectly help. less. While this was going on the ranchman
was ca'lling out to the cowboys, and explaining to
them what the fight meant. Wild knew he had a
dangerous foe in the person of Montez, for the
villain kept turning his horse to keep himself
out of sight. .
.
"Now, then, you sneaking coyote, I reckon I've
got you," our hero called out.
Montez fired quickly from the ground. 'the
bullet grazed the forelock of the sorrel stallion,
and passed dangerously close to our hero's
shoulder. Wild fired quickly, and caught him in
the right arm. Crack! 'J1his shot came rather
unexpectedly from Strong-Arm Pete, who must
have decided to try his luck with the left hand.
But ,the bullet 'did not come anywhere near to the
mark. Wild thought he might as well settle it in
short order, so he fixed two shots, one right after
the other.
Strong-Arm Pete went rolling on the groun<l,
while Montez uttered another yell, and dropped
the revolver he had seized with his left hand.
"I reckon that will be about-all, boys," said the
dashing young deadshot, as he galloped over to
where his partners were waiting with the cowboys and the owner of the ranch. "Have you
told them all about it, Mr. De Groot?"
"I have been trying to, Young Wild West,"
was the reply. "But it seems a little hard to convince them just what the ·trouble was."
"Well, here comes our clever Chinee. Perhaps
'he can tell them. Anyhow, you have the powder
that Montez intended to give to my horse."
"Oh, yes, I have that ri~ht here," and the
1·anchman quickly produced 1t.
For the next ten minutes there was no little
excitement as. De Groot expfained the whole
thing, and Hop told his story. Meanwhile the
three wounded men had managed to get together.
· But none of them was able to mount his home,
so they sat upon the ground, groaning from the
:pain caused by their wou-nds. The crowd w~s not
long in .,.athering about them, and the epithets
that weri hurled at them were anything but complimentary.
"What do you want done with them, Young
Wil<l West?" De Groot asked, as he looked our
~ero in the face.
"Well, I reckon the best thing· to do with them

is to get a doctor to fix them up a little, and then
give them a chance to lig·ht out for other parts,"
was the reply. "They have done me no harm,
even if they ,tried hard to. I dion't want them
killed, or even locked! up for that. I reckon they
have been punished enough."
"All right, just as yo u say, then."
There w.as a ranch owner present who was a
sort of surgeon, and with the assistance of one of
the cowb~ys he proceeded to <lress the wounds
of the three scoundrels as well as he could. Then
they were put in the wagon and a guard kept
over them, while the sports continued on the
range. Though a damper had been put upon the
picnic, after a while things began to liven up,
and before the afternoon was over everyone was
in a good humor. When it came time to brea~
up the sports and ride over ,t o the ranch to sit
down to the collatio n that was prepared for them,
the fighting on the range had almost been forgotten. It certainly had been a great day for
Young Wild Wes,t and his friends, and but for
the dastardly attempt of the three villains to
poison Spitfire everything would have passed off
all right. As it was, they all <leclared that it
was one of the bes,t times they ever had in their
lives, and there was no doubt about it, for the
ranehman had spared no pains or expense to
make the day a memorable one. His wife and
<laughters insisted that our friends should remain there over night, and this they did. The
three wounded vi!J.ains had been ,t aken over to El
Quito, and the next day they found a couple of
friends who were willing to escort them away
from that part of the country, wounded as they
were. When it came time for our friends to
;take their departu:re from Thoroughbred Ranch,
Willis the youngest of the Cowboy Sports, walked up' to our hero, and shaking him by the hand,
said :
"Young Wild West, I was ther firs~ ~a~ to
pick a row with you, an' I got ~ good hckm for
it. While it made me feel a httle _sore at ther
time, I quickly began to thh~k that 1t served 1;1e
jest right, an' I was your fnend _from that mrnute. But it wasn't that way with. Strong-Arm
Pete. He held ther grudge, an' ther more _he
thought about it ther stronger it was. With
Montez an' that rascal of a hunter ter urge him
on he became bad enough to try an' kill yer,
after yer had saved him from bein' trampled a~1'
gored by that mad cow. Such a galoot as he_ 1s
hadn't oughter be livin' to-day. But I admire
ther way you done it. You said ,t h~t thoug~1 the~
had tried to harm yer, they hadn t done it, an
for that reason you thought they had-been punished enough. You're a noble boy, you are. I
take off my hat ter yer. Now, then, boys, three
cheers for Young Wild We&t!"
The Cowboy Sports were all there, and to say
that they gave a rousing cheer would hardly be
expressing it. After bidding good... by. to everyone there, our friends turned and rode away
from the ranch sat;isfied that Percy De Groot
and his Cowboy Sports were very fine ' fellows,
indeed.
Nerl week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST RAIDING THE REDSKINS; or.
ARIETTA AND THE APACHE TRAP."
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CURRENT NEWS
WILD CANARIES IN TOWN
' Wild ca:1Y'lries have made their appearance in
Medford, Ore., the past week and are vying with
th.e sparrows and robins in the l':Ush for food on
the streets and lawns, although outnumbered by
thousands.
· The wild canary is not often see11 in towns,
liking the woods and rural regions best. One
t11eory of their presence is that they . have been
driven from the hills by the snow and cold
weather, which shut off their supply of insects.
The wild canaries are descendants of tame canaries that escaped from cages, and are of two
species, one a steel gray color and the other with
bright yellow backs and steel gl'ay underneath.
MANY TATTOO MARKS
J acobus A. Van Dyn, sailor, of Johnnesburg,
who claims to be the champion tattooed man of
the world, has arrived in this city and is taking
a 1·est between cruises at the Seaman's Institute,
Second and Walnut streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Jake," as h e is known, wea1·s on both shoulders
p ictures of tropical butterflies in full wing . In
the middle of his chest he carries the massed colors of the ·Allies. On his in ner forearm are the

names of seven companions who were adrift wit h
him in -the Irish Sea after their ship was t or •
pedoed in 1917.
Here, there and elsewhere over the al'ms, abdomen, chest and neck are gay hued moths, dripping daggers, links, hearts and other things.
SNAIL I S SLOW
What do you suppose is the actual speed made
by a snail in traveling? One foot in four minutes,
or at the rate of one mile in sixteen days, if traveling continuously. .
These are figures given by George Zahnizer, a
civil engineer of Newcastle, 0., taken from actual
observation.
A short time since Zahnizer was ·standing along
the Western New York and Pennsylvania Railroad waiting for a train. He had nothing in particular to do and "killed a little time" by timing a
snail which was creeping along the ground .
That snail traveled just exactly one foot in four
minutes, Mr. Zahnizer says, and compiling distance at the rate of travel shown, Mr. Zahnizer
has figured out that it would require sixteen days
for that snail to move a mile.

WOR·T H ·READING!
"MYS.TE RY MAG AZ IN E"
Handsome Colored Covers, Sixty-four Pages of Reading Matter,
Fine Illustrations, and Good Type
THE STORIES
Mostly detective, mystery and the occult kind. Then there are some about
the underworld characters. All these s tories grip your interest and please you;

THE ARTICLES
They cover every known subject under the sun. They are instructive,
amusing, and very interesting. Many relate to the greatest marvels ever known.

THE WRITERS
Everything in this magazine is written by the most expert authors, doctors,
professors and specialists in the world.

And the Ptice Is Only 10 Cents a Copy!
GET ONE NOW!
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORIUNG . LAD"

/

'By

DICK ELLISON

(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VIII.-(Continued.)
He dismissed the thought and they swam
_ round the wooded island.
Joe got along after a fashion. He tried Charlie's stroke and managed to pick it up before they
got back to the flat bou1der. Mea:pwhile they had
seen no more of the man and both had ceased to
.
think of him.
Joe ·wanted to take another dip, but Charlie,
noticing that dark clouds were gathering in the
west, thought they ought to dress, more especially as their swim had been ra~her a long one,
for it was a good pull out to the island and back.
"Let's dress, ,Joe," he sfild . "It looks to me like
a thunder storm. \Ve better be near the car
when it comes. That's an expensive piece of
goods and it's my duty to look out for it."
It was a pity that Charlie had not thought of
his duty sooner, we must say, but there in that
lonely place there really was little danger of anything happening to the car.
All the same something had happened, for when
the boys got back to the r~ad it w~s a case of no
car and pooT Charlie was m despair.
"That fellow must have stolen it!" he cried.
"Oh, Joe, what will your father say?"
"What shall we do?" growled Joe. "Here we
are thirty miles from home and a good fifteen to
the nearest house by the road."
"And 'a storm coming on. Hear that? Thunder? Say, this is certainly the limit. I never
should have let the car be out of my sight.''.,.,"There, now, Charlie, don't blame yourself,"
said Joe. He was really very nice about it. "It's
as much my fault as yours, and I shall tell father
so. How the deuce could we tell that fellow was
hanging around here, or even so, that he was a
thief?"
"Let's leave our fish behind us and hurry on,"
said Charlie. "The man may not know how to
run the car. He may have broken down somewhere.''
"Likely there wei·e more than one. It seems
a shame to ·leave all these fine 'fish.''
"But we can't make any time if we lug them.
We can come back after them if we are lucky
. enough to gst the car.''
So the overflowing basket of fish was hidden
in the woods and the boys hurried along the rnad.
It was two miles to the turnpike, and long before they· reached it a thunder storm which was
reck<med the worst in that section for many years
b"oke over the forest.
Charlie had never heard such loud peals of
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· thunder, and the electrical display was tremendous, while as for the rain, it was simple a flood.
Not daring to take refuge under a tree, the
luckless boys pushed forward as best they could,
and were quickly drenched.
Up to the time it began to rain they had seen
plain traces of the car, but these now vanished.
Still there wa-s but this one road over which it
could have gone, so that did :pot matter.
Charlie was very silent. He felt that this adventure was going to cost him his job, and he
was sorry, for he liked it at the Pendletons, and
the money he was earning was certainly a great
help to his mother, for now she did not have to
overwork herself as she had been doing for years.
The boys were now drenched, so it made no difference how much water they got.
They were almost in sight of the turnpike when
there came a flash of blinding intensity and Charlie saw a bolt of five descend upon a tall chestnut
right ahead of them and run down the trunk.
"Back, Joe! Back!" he cried, and back tl1ey
jumped. Not an instant too quick were they, for
the tree split as though an axe had cleaved it,
parted, and one half came crashing down, the
to_pmost branches landing on the ground they had
,
just left.
"Gee whiz!" gasped Joe; "this is the worst
ever. What if we had been standing there?"
"We wouldn't be standing now," said Charlie.
"We would have been knocked flat. Oh, Joe, if
we only hadn't left the car where we did!"
He could not get that one idea out of his head.
"The car-the car!" The words seemed to fairly -ring in his ears above the fl1ry of the storm.
Like everythi:qg else in life, thunder storms
have their end, and s9 the end of the one which
overtook Charlie and liis young boss came at last.
And the end found a pair of badly drenched
boys plodding wearil.y along the turnpike with a
good twenty-five miles ahead of them.
It was now between two and three o'clock and
they had not even eaten their lunch; but Joe
clung to the basket through it all, and he suggested that they stop and eat now or at least
eat as they went along.
"It must be the last," said Charlie. "I feel
that I have no right to stop while there is even
the slightest chance of coming up with the car.
I suppose eve1·ything is spoiled, though.''
The bread par of the sandwiches was soaked,
but this had not hurt the ham, and the boys got
away with that and two hard-boiled eggs apiece,
which were all right, of course. Sodden cake and
a pull at the coffee bottle finished the meal. •
"I feel a whole lot better!" cried Joe. "I was
so weak before that I could hardly walk, but I
suppose I've got to get used to that befoxe I
start."
"Before you start?" cried Charlie. "vVhat in
the world are you talking about?"
Joe's face assumed a mysterious look.
"Say, Charlie," he replied, "I like you--=-know
that?"
"I ought to, Joe. You've said so before lots
of times.''
(To be continued)
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine.''
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umns and pl'obing its bill into every crevice, and
ENGLISH SP ARROWS IN ALASKA
he actually carried on a very effective wo1·k.
The English sparrow this spring has i_nvad~d
One morning, however, as an official of the
Alaska for the first time. Repol'ts received m
seum was pa ssing, an attendant remarked io
Seattle, ·wash., from Ketchikan say that several mu
that it looked very much as -·if the bird were
pairs of these hardy pioneers have taken up him
done for, and a subject for the museum's collechomesteads in awnings there. No one seems to tion. Glancing in the direction indicated by the
have ever seen any of them there before.
the officer saw that the bird lay pantFor fifty years the English sparrow has been attendant
ing on its side at the bottom of one of the
gradually working Westward. and has become ac- columns.
ciimated up and down the Pacific Coast from Mex"Catch a fly," said the scientist to hi s attendico to Alaska. It is know!). to have arrr".ed at ant,
s he took the bird into his hands. The fly
Philadelphia about 1868 and was first seen m the soon abeing
forthcoming, it wa s hdd '>11 the point
Pacific Northwest ten years ago.
of a pin to the bird's beak, and to the surprise of
In the Puget Sound country it re:maips all _win- both men the creeper bit at it voraciously.
That
t er and it is likely that it was dunng the wmte1· didn't look as if the little f
were about to
that pairs migrated to Ala~ka or_ ~lse they m:3-de die. The scienti st was much ellow
perplexed and wonan easy jump from places m Briti sh Columbia.
dered what was the matter with the bird.
A pest everywher_e, they i:ave made themselves , Thim,
turning the bird over in his hand, he
unusually irksome m the big wharfs and docks
in Seattle. They make _a large amount of litter found it had been entrapped in a large spider's
in the upper braces of these buildings, the loose web, which had bound the wing and tail together
in such a manner as to preclude flying. It looked
matter dropping into freight and expl'ess.
as if some old, wise spider ha d resented tbe bird's
work of extermination and had purposely ensnared him in a trap .
SURGEON CUTS LIVE WORM FROM
The queer bandage was removed and the bfrd
HORSE'S EYE
.darted out of the building and was soon lost to
sight.
One of the most remarkable opel'ations in the
history of veterinary surgery has just been performed by Dr. Geo.r ge Waddle, Kalamazoo, Mi~~-,
who removed a liye worm known as a fihna
"Mystery Ma~~e"
equine from the left eye of a horse.
· 10 CENTS A COPY
The 'worm was about two inches in length. ~t SEMI-MONTHLY
was easily discernible through the enlarged p~pil
LATEST ISSUES and against the dark background of the retma. 98 COUNTERFEIT CLUES, by Cbns. F. Oursler.
It was the first eye worm ever found ~y Dr .. Wad- 99 THE CROSS, by W. S. Ingram.
SECRET SERVICE MYSTERY, by Hamm, 11
dle in his I thirty-eight years' expenence 11;1 ~he 100 A Cralgie
·anrl Elliot Bnlestfer.
United States a'n d Canada, although the affliction 101 A CRIMSON PRICE, hy E111ott Lester.
102 THE INSPECTOR'S STRANGE CASE. by Gottlieb
is not an extraordinary one in Europe.
The operation was exceedingly difficult because 103 A Jacobs.
MURET'M MYR'T'TrnY, by Ja,~k n~chdolt.
of the delicate nature of the tissue, but the wol'm l0t THE LITTJ,F. RF.D ROOK.
by Alexannn Young.
was extracted in. fifteen minutes through the ap- 101'> A MAN FROM RTAM. hy Charles F111tnn Onrsler,
106
The
Clue
of
the
Emerald
Ring,
Benlnh Poynter.
plication of local anaesthetics. The surge~~ be- 107 HELL'R HINGES, hy Hamiltonhy Craig_ie.
lieves that within a short time the horse will re- J08 '.!'HE WOLF. hy Kath e rin e Rtag-g-.
cover full use of its eye. The worm is developed rnn TFrl'l RR AR~ RT" l''T'()l\l !w .Tnrk RPchnolt.
from a microscopic germ carried to the eye by t~e 110 A WHISPERING MUM;IIY, by Chas . F. Oursler.
blood and lodged in the peculia1·ly formecf sac m The Famous Deteeth,e Story Out Today In No. 111 Is
the equine eyeball until it is fully develop~<l as. a
worm. The horse is said to be the only ammal m TRAPPING THE JEWEL SMUGGLERS
which the development of an eye worm is possible.
By BULAH POYNTER

.

A NOVEL BIRD TRAP
The Field Museum in Chicago once became infested with a large number of obnoxious spiders.
They festooned the ceiling and great columns of
the building w'ith yards of their shuttle work.
Scrubwomen and janitors tried in vain to rid the
building of the pests and their work. Fin~lly a
small bird, known as the brow? cl'eeper, disc~vered the state of things and decide<;I ~o t:3-ke _up _its
abode inside and assist the author1t1es m nddmg
the building of the pests.
For several days the bi·i:d flitted about very
much as it pleased, wagging up and down col-

BARRY E. WOLFF,
166 \Vest 23d Street,

Publisher, Inc.,
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PRICE SEVEN CENTS :PER COPY
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His heai-t was joyful.
The homeward route was different from the
outward ol1e, being shorter and to the south of
the other, passing the country of the Yungos.
By D. W. STEVENS
For five days h~ moved steadily onward; for
five nights his men slept without alarm.
But upon the morning of the sixth day, a YunTom Luff was first mate and part owner of
the brig Fearless, and one of the jolliest, boldest go runner overtook him on his way from the
hill country to the village of Banza, where the
t'!i.rs that ever spun a yarn or reefed a topsail.
His- craft was in the ivory trade, and so it c)'iief of the tribe dwelt, and reported bad news.
The Jinjes, a 'fierce and warlike nation from
happened that one day in February, after a lont
and tedious voyage, Tom looked over the taffrail the east, were approaching the coa,st, burning,
as they entered the Congo and watched the can- killing, eating all before them.
Already hundreds of captives were in their
oes of the natives swarm about the ship with
much satisfaction, for half his journey was over, train; they had sacked the village of Batta, reand if this trip proved as profitable as the last cently visited by the ivory buyers, and knew of
the sea would know him no more, but sweet Nellie their presence in the -country; and the canniBlinn should double his joys and divide his sor- bal warriors were in hot purnuit of the white men.
Through all its bronze Tom's face turned pale.
rows in a snug little home far away before anHe looked about him.
,
other twelve months rolled round.
Sixty unarmed, cowardly blacks, now half palCaptain Budds, Tom's superior officer, knew
of his mate's hope and longings, and shrewdly sied with fear, three sailors with repeating rifles
and cutlasses, and himself, to prntect two thoudetermined to, utilize them.
The ivory trade was very profitable, but the in- sands pounds' worth of ivory and their own lives
land trip to make the necessary purchases was a from an army!
"How soon will they overhaul us?" he asked the
beastly piece of business.
Usually the captain had pre.formed it, taking Yungo.
"Before night," the man 1:eplied through an inwith him half a dozen of his CTew for a guartl
•
and a ]J.undred or more river negroes for porters, terpreter.
"And they will surely kill us if they catch us?"
but he desired to escape the hot and dangerous
jaunt this time, and with this idea accosted the he continued.
The fellow nodded vigorously, and then added:
mate:
"And eat you, too."
"Tom, I'm off the hooks-I'm strained and out
Tom turned to his porters.
of trim. I need docking; and am not fit to make
"Every nigger for himself. Carry the tusks
the up-country trip for a week. But the Congo is
a bad place to lie longer than one must, and I as far as you can right along the trail towards
will tell you what I have been thinking. You the river, then hide them in the bu.shes. The
might do the buying this time, seeing that you-- man that delivers his upon shipboard !lhall have
are interested, and in a huny, too, ·and let me double pay. Save yourselves as best you may.
keep ship. You will do as well, if not ·better, than Go."
Then, addressing himself to the sailors, he
I could myself. What say you?"
Poor Tom was too deeply in love to hesitate said :
"Boys, it's not much use fighting, and it is too
long.
Anything which would hasten his return home far to run We must hide. Perhaps the black
lie was willing to do, and so it was arranged that thieves may miss us after all."
he should depart for the ivoxy marts the day
The men agreed with him, and having made
sure that. the porters had disappeared, Luff and
following.
Five of the sailors accompanied him, and with his companions turned northwards from the trail,
them went eighty Congoes, to cany the ·b arter and plunged into the most impenetrable forest.
to seek the deepest covert possible.
•
and bring back the purchases.
Early morning found him upon the move, and
"It's a poor chance, mates," said Tom, "for
with guides, porters and guards, in three days those villains can follow like hounds; but if they
he had penetrated forty miles into the interior find us, we will fight until we die, anyhow. Don't
to _the native village of Ovampa, meeting with no let them capture us, for they are cannibals."
adventure other than the loss of one man while.,,- The others readily assented-no ma~1 likes to be
cooked and eaten-and they continued their Tacxossing a stream.
At Ovarnpa barter was had for two days, and borious flight.
An houx brought them to· a more open country,
twenty of the blacks turned back with two sailors
and two hours to a great plain covered with tall
to convey the ivory purchased to the brig.
The others continued some fifty miles farther grass and reeds, near the center of ·.which rose a
into the country towards Batta, where large castle-like· mass of ragged rocks.
Tom uttered a cry of joy.
stores of the precious commodity were to Qe had.
"The very place. If. we can scale that, boys,
Hei::e again trade was successful, and almost
without an unpleasant moment, aside.. from the we can defy the beasts even if they find us. We
terrible heat, Tom closed his puxchases, and have fifty 1·ounds of ammunition each, and our
staxted with sixty well-laden negroes toward.s rifles will catry better than their bows. Once
the coast again.
sheltered in these rocks we are safe. Captain
He had been absent twelve days; in twelve Budds will be after us with forty of the crew if
days more he should be on deck; then stow cargo, -any of our pal'ty ever reach the ship. Come on."
New cou1·age inspired the men.
and away.
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Just as the sun had fairly hidden himself the
Following the brave mate, they dashed through
the tall grass, thoughtless alike of reptile ,o r beast blacks issued from the woods in great numbers
that might there lie concealed, and were soon at and dashed through the grass towards the rocks,
yelling and waving their spears.
the foot of the ledge.
Under Luff's ordel's the little quartette waited
Then they surveyed it carefully from all sides,
and, to their great joy found but one possible until the great surging mass had swept close up
to their citidel, until a single file of climbers
point of ascent:
"Sling your guns, my hearties!" cried Tom. strove to ascend the very path by which they had
reached the summit, then they fired.
"Sling your guns and mount."
Volley after volley of balls from the repeating
Quickly obeying him, they scrambled like monkeys up the ragged side, creeping, crawling, climb- weapons pierced the unprotected enemy.
The scalers were swept away as foam before
ing with hands and feet, until at last they stood
together upon a little shelf almost at the sum- the breath of the wfu.d, the lines about the foot of
the rock wavered, writhed, and then broke, and
mit. Then they halted.
"There. Now let 'em come!" said Luff, seat- as the leaden storm continued the whole mass of
fog himself. "Only one at a . time can use that savages, with great cries of rage and fear, fled
staircase, and we'll 'tend to him before he gets a second time towards the shelter of the forest.
· The night attack was repulsed.
here. We're out of range of their anows and
"We can i-est now until sun-up," said Tom,
spears, and before they can starve us the captain
will be here with the rescue party. Boys, keep throwing himself upon the ground. "We must
up a good heart. We are safe. Arrange a watch have finished a good number of those beasts.
and put me in, but I must rest now," and closing They won't com.e again soon. It's a-by heaven!
What's that?"
his eyes, he was instantly asleep.
He sprang to his feet again, and pointed toIt lacked two hours of night.
Dick Longstreet, one of the men, proposed that wards the distant fo1·est.
A sudden flame had sprung up and was running
both the others should also sleep, while he alone ~
along the dry grass.
watched.
"The demons have fired the jungle. If the wind
"One's enough," said he, "and I'll wake ye at
holds it wil,l drive the flames directly upon us
·
moon-rise."
Seating himself where his eye could cover the here."
"But there's no grass up here," assured Dick
country over which they had just passed, the saiLongstreet. "The fii·e cannot climb these bare
101· began his vigil.
He felt sure that the.._Jinjes would follow them, rocks."
"No," replied the mate, "but the terrible heat
and he was particularly anxious to draw trigger
on the first black head that appeared in the tall and dense smoke will suffocate us, and beneath
the cover of the fire the blacks will attack us
grass below.
Longstreet had been in Africa before, and it again. We are Jost!"
.But Lon,gstreet had suddenly arisen, and with
was said had suffered capture av,d imprisonment.
a sailor's weather-eye., was scanning the dark
once by some of these very coast tribes.
It was revenge which animated the man now. heavens above a11d beyond the fil·e.
"It comes! It comes! The wind shifts! See!"
He had not long to wait, for his suspicions were
he continued and he pointed towards the plain
correct.
The Jinjes did follow them, and just as the sun belo,v. "The flames turn! Ha! now, villains,
disappeared behind the distant mountain-tops in you shall be roasted in your own furnace!" and
the Quango country, he saw a dark line of war- he shouted aloud ..
It wai, true.
riors issue · from the forest, and begin to wind
The wind had suddenly shifted, and was now
slowly across the plain towards his post.
Without moving, a deadly glance lit his eye, blowing a g·ale from the opposite quarter of the
and he raised his heavy rifle to his face and heavens.
The ftre, urged backwards, was already surwaited.
rounding the swarming, writhing army of the
But not for long.
·when the advance guard of the negroes was Jinjes, whose <t:ries of terror .and despair rang
within a hundred yards of the rock Longstreet above the roa1· of the flames, and in less time
than it takes to tell it, the fierce and deadly
pressed the trigger.
The roar of the piece was mingled with the danger that had menaced the white men had
startled cries of his companions behind him, the proved their salvation.
The forest, and plain became a great furnace,
wild death-shriek of the wretch who was hit,, and
a mad chorus of yells from the astounded Jinjes, and the African army was _in the midst.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
who instantly filled the air with a flight of arrows
and then fled towards the forest, but not until · J\,Jidnight looked down upon a blackened couna second, a third, and even a fourth had bitten t~ gleaming here and there with bits of flame,
and dull, dying coal; morning showed the sailors
the dust before the sailor's unerring aim.
an -0pen pathway of escape.
The battle was fairly opened.
And as they trod the yet heated earth, and
"Ye shot well, Dick," said Tom, as he examined
his own weapon, "a.nd we must all do so. No clambered over the charred ruin of the forest,
bullets to waste here. The villains will make a all about them lay the blackened, twisted, burnt
charge just in the twilight. If we tip 'em over remains of their enemies.
fast enough, then they'll keep away until morning."
Send us a onc,:.-cent stamp to cover postage, and
The mate was right.
we will mail you a copy of ''Mystery Magazine."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
CAUGHT BIG SHARK
An 850-pound shark was caught in a net in
Jones Inlet, L . I., the other day. C. E . Ewatling,
a fisherman saw the huge fish entangled in the
net, and with the help of eight other ,men killed
it after an hour's work, and brought 1t to shore.
Sharks infested these waters in 1916.
SNEAKED UP ON HUGE TROUT
A brown trout weighing 8 1-4 pound s, 2 feet 4
inches long was shown recently a s a catch from
Broad Brook, East Hampton, Mass., by Gra~t
Craig, a boy of fifteen years. When young Graig
hooked the big fish he tied his line to _.a tr~e,
jumped into the water a nd grabbed the pnze with
·
both hands.
GIRL, 16, IS BOOTLEGGER
Miss Sarah Levi, sixteen, youngest person
ever brought before the District Court, of Sp1·ingfield, Mass., on a liquor~harge and who admitted
that she had saved $1,500 while supporting several brothers and sisters from the profits of the
moonshine business, was fined $100 and received
a suspended reformatory sentence recently.
The court ruled that she must remove from her
present home in a locality where much moonshining has been brought to light.
KEY TO FOIL PICK-LOCK
BURGLARS
A flexible key, one that will to into and work
in a tortuous hole, has been developed in Germany, says Scientific American. The many robberies that are constantly reported everywhere
have created a demand for such a key. The
wards and the bow are not connected by a stiff
stem, but by four superimposed strands of ribbon
steel which prevent any sidewise movement when
the key comes into play. Thus there need not be
a straight-way between the escutcheon on the
front of the door and the actual keyhole in the
lockcase, which can be fixed at an entirely different level, and the point of introquction for the
key is independent of the locking point.

FLEXIBLE

Between the outside and inside fittings there
is a tubular channel with a slit in the bottom
to allow the passage of the wards-. This channel
in German is called " Schlusselzufuhrungsschiene,"
or literally "key-conveying rail," a word long
enough to insure the prevention of burglary. The
housebreaker is unable to determine the position
of the locking mechanism, nor can he open it with
a false key, a wire brush or a s'trip of lead. To
blast it open is out of the. question, as the explosive would fall out through the slit in the keyway made for the passage of the ward.
The flexible key is not as unwieldly as one
might expect, because it can easily be rolled up
into a spiral and put into a neat case to fit the
pocket of its legitimate proprietor.

LAUGHS
"I understand. when Smith went out for the

first time in his new machine he struck quite a
gait." "I believe he struck about a dozen gates
before he finished the machine."

"'Has your piano an automatic attachment?"
queried the persistent agent. "No, it ain't," said
the lady of the house, "but it has a sheriff's attachment, and I reckon that's enough."
"Be mine. I cannot live without you." "Bah!"
said the hei ress. "You have lived without me
for J.ears." "True," retorted the Duke, "but the
cost of living has gotten to me at last." Schoolmaster (at end of object lesson)-Now,
c;i.n any of you tell me wha t i& water? Small
and Grubby Urchin-Please, t eacher, water's
what turns black when you put your 'ands in it!
A quack doctor was holding fo1·th about his
"medicines" to a rural audience. "Yes, gentlemen," he said, "I have sold these pills for over
twenty-five years and never hea r d a word of complaint. Now what does that p r ove ?" From a
voice in the crowd came: "That dead men tell
no tales."
"What is this civil service business that they
are always talking aboutJ" a sked the Boob.
"What dpes it do?" "It's like this," replied the
Cheerful Idiot. "If you have a job and you are
not under civil service, they can fire you any
time they want to. But if you have a job under
civil service, they can't fire you unless they want
to."
When the butcher answered the telephone, the
shrill voice of a little girl greeted him: "Hello I
Is that Mr. Wilson?" "Yes, Bessie," he answered
kindly, "what can I do for you?" "Oh, Mr. Wilson, please tell me where grandpa's liver isl The
folks are out and I've got to put a hot flannel on
it and I don't know where it is."
Send us a oni-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Stories."
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FROM ALL POINTS
RAT KILLS BIG SNAKE

f1. nve-,foot water _snake was killed by a

big rat
on the river bank, Seaford, Del., in a half hour
battle. The victor slunk into the bushes n,arby,
badly win,ded, but little- harmed.
The sna'ke had crawled out on the mud flat near
the railrnad wharf to sun itself when the rat
attacked. Curling, it repeatedly stl'llck at the
rat, but rarely drove its fangs th1·ough the fur.
The rat kept up its fight with quick rushes,
springing in to inflict a gash with its teeth and
leaping back when the snake struck. Dm'ing the
whole half hour the fight raged fiercely.
Wnen the snake· had worn itself out the rat
sprang on it with all four feet and, taking a
tight hold with its teeth, broke the snake's back.
Railroad employees viewed the fight, but the
combatants paid no attention to them.
STRANGE OCCUPATIONS
Out in Uncle Sam's back woods of Oregon and
Washington there are a flock of curious industi·ies
giving livelihood to many .folks.
Among these strange jobs is that of gathering
the cast-off antlers of deer, elk and moose. These
relics that annually fall from the forest creatures
are utilized by a firm in Tacoma, Wash., in the
manufacture of cribbage boards, napkin ring,:,
knife and umbTella handles and other articles.
The pay for a pair of antlers is about $1.
An unusual occupation engaged in by a number
of men is the sea1·ching for and gathering of lily
bulbs, fern roots, shrubs of various kinds, seedlings of evergreens and wild flowers for Easte1·n
nurseries.
The Northwest woods yield beautiful wild yellow lilies known as Humboldt and various shades
of pond or water lilies, one especially possessing
huge pads, upon which moose and musquash feed.
Side money is earned by forest rangers in late
autumn by scooping up ladybugs from tl1eir dens
in the mountains. These insect eaters congregate
after the first frost in rocky crevices and become
dormant. The fotesters gather them and put
them into boxes until nearly spring, when they
are sold to orchardists to prey upon plant lice.
PINEAPPLES HAVE STRANGE COUSINS
T~1e pineapple belongs to a very interesting
family of plants, called the Bromelaids, all of
which are purely American, and none of which
were known in the Old World until imported
from the New. Most of these are natives of Brazil. There are about thirty species of this family
on exhibition in the greenhouses of the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden, and this is the best time of the
year to visit them.
The pineapple is the only member of the family that produces a large . fruit formed by thickening its flower axis and by inclosing its seeds in
fleshy braces. It is also peculiar in the fact that
it grows on the earth, instead of up among the
branches of trees or on rocks, as do nearly all its
relatives. These are like the orchids in many respects; they draw no sustenance from the earth

through their roots but· live on rnin. This they
catch in their leaves, which are rolled into pe1·fectly water-tight reservoirs.
Some of them have very beautifully colored
leaves, others brilliant and showy flowers; and,
strange as it may 'seem, the Florida "moss"
which hangs in festoons from trees in the Southel'n States is one of this family and a first cousin of the luscious pineapple.
ENGLAND'S "LOST MONEY"
Them is treasure in London awaiting the taking. Millions of pounds of "lost money" is hidden away in the Government treasury, and so far
as is known nobady owns it. Every three years
the Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice in London issues a long list of the various
funds in court to which there are no known claimants.
These funds have come into the court in different ways, some of them in large amou.nts, some
in small, and in every case the money is the legal
property of some person, but the identity of the
owne1· is unknown. These amounts, collectivel~,,
are known as "the -dormant funds." The money
has been atcunmlating for 200 years.
"The dormant funds" have been. the basis fo1·
the springing up in London of a strange profession whose members earn a living by tracing
down unsuspecting heirs and offering to prove
to them that they are owners of fortunes. It is
no easy profession. A tremendous amount of
work must be done in searching for an heir. The
first procedure of the men is to discover which
particular fund is of a large enough amount to
make investigation worth while, and to get this
information a girl is constantly employed in the
Court Recoxds office digging out . all possible details.
Frequently it is the case that a year or two
years is spent on a successful search for an heir.
The search occasionally leads to America or the
British -colonies on the trail of an heir who perhaps left England 100 years ago.
The authority on which the "dormant funds"
are held is in an act of Parliament of 1723.
If the person thinks he or she is the legal heir
to a part of the funds it is still very difficult to
get it. Frequently old ladies write and inclose
some such proof as a copy of a letter written by
a father or a grandfather, asserting that his heirs
could get £50,000 by writing to the coUl't. This
is too little pl'oof.
After all, the best way to get money out of the
"dormant funds," if it is due, is to put the matter into the hands of the professional treasu1·e
hunters. They know that fuller proofs are required.
Now and then attempts by fraud are employed.
but such efforts are rarely successful.
1

Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and .
we will m~il ,Y«;m,. a c~py of '::i'1ysteq l\f~gazjr~~·:.:,
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GOOD READING
"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME" NOW STATE
GAME REFUGE
Kentucky can now be included among the
States having State game refuges. By proclamation Governor E. P. Morro\v has set aside
the old Rowan home at Bardstown, where Foster
wrote "My Old Kentucky Home." It comprises
an estate of 236 acr-es, heavily wooded and well
adapted to bird protection. Dr. R. S. Tuttle,
executive agent of the Kentucky Game and Fish
Commission, says it is an ideal spot for a bird
refu,g·e. The commission has already stocked the
place with bob-whites, which are doing well. The
State will al so construct a fish hatchery upon the
the property , for rearing pond fish.
GRASSHOPPERS FLY TO SEA
A number of large grasshoppers were picked
up at sea 600 miles from land by the shipping
board freighter West Himrod, on her recent trip
from the Orient.
Besides the insects that alighted on the decks
the sea was d~tted with those that had fallen
from sheer exhaustion.
The grasshoppers were capable of doing enormous damage to vegetation because of their
15iant proportions, being an average of three
mches long. Those brought in by the ship's offleer seem equipped with large air sacs in addition to the regular breathing tubes. Local biologists decl;ue such grasshoppers are able to fly
long distances, then alight on the wa'Cer, being
bouyed up by the air sacs.
. It is beli~ved the flight of h~sects came from
one of the ISiands of the Aleut:an g~oup, where
they are usually very abundant m sprmg months,
ALL HIS LIFE IN DITCHES
It might be ,said, and truthfully, that the
greater number -0f the working- hours of Wil_liam G. (Gas) Wood's life of more than ' eightysix years have been spent in a ditch, for_ this
still hale and hearty man of Fairmount, Ind., has
been digging ditches all his life. More than that,
he is s till digging ditches and he hopes to continue, for he thinks there is no more health giving occupation in the world than ditching.
Grant County, in which Fairmount is situated,
is level country for the most part. In early
pioneer days, before the land was drained, it
was damp and swampy; But now its fields, almost a s rich and productive as fertile land, has
''blind" ditches. In this drainage scheme which
has been under way for almost a century, Mr.
/:Wood has had a big part.
To a city bred man it might appea1· that no
; unusual ability is required in so simple a matter
as ditching, but in ditching, as in everything
1
~:worth while, there is a right way and a wrqng
~iway, so says Mr. Wood, who long ago found the
.
ll'ight way to put down a ditch.
In spite of the fact that he will be eighty-seven
iyears old next July, Mr. Wood's services are still
preferred over those of younger men by many
-employers in this communitv.

AN IRISH SEA SERPENT
This being the time for the annual Spring crop
of sea-serpents the public in London is being regaled with a new one of Irish nationality.
· Its Irish name is the "Gorramooloch." It
can not only swim and lash its tail in orthodox
sea-serpent manner, but l'eports from the West
Coast of Ireland, where it is alleged to have
been s·e en frequently, credit it with the power of flight.
According to inhabitants of the wilder parts
of the coast of Connemara, Mayo and Donegal,
the "Gorramooloeh" frquently " turns up for exhibition stunts, principally at night. It is described as being shaped like a porpoise, 100 feet
long, . and rushing through the water with the
speed of an express train. Occasionally it would
leap out of and forward over the water a distance equal to its own length. When it fell back
into the sea again the splash was said to sound
like the crack of a three-inch gun.
The fact that these creatures are not seen
mo 1,e often is because, it is explained, they appear principally at night. It is then that they
go ahunting after the gannet, a sort of sea-gull.
When they see one flying near the surface of
the ocean the y leap out of the .water 40 or 50
feet and, gliding, by the aid of their large wing. like fins, guided by their vertically-set tail, bring
·
down the bird.
Fishermen, curiously enough, consider the appearance of the "Gorramooloch" to be a sign of
bad luck, though it has not yet been reported to
be cannibalistic. But there is another brand of
sea-serpent which they fear more as a sign of
. ill omen. This one is yclept the "Bo-dree-more."
. It is said to be a huge whale-like animal, so large
and powerful that it chases whales for sport.
According to local superstition, th~ sight of a
"Bo-dree-more" means certain ill-luck for the
men and the craft who spot it.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Mystery Magazine."
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If you can carry a tune in your head, you can learn
to pl a y this ins trumeut, and secure a job on the stage
at a good sa la ry. No musical educatiou uecessal'y.
Struck with a specially made mallet the perfectly temper ed saw produces loud, clear, rich tones like a 'cello.
The same effect may be bad by using a violin bow on
tile edge. Any tune can be played by the wonderful
vibrations of the sa w. It requires two weeks' practice
to make you an expnt. When not. playing you can
work with the saw. It is a useful tool as well as a fine
!nstrumedt.
Price of Saw. Mallet and Instructions .......... $5

HARRY E. WOLFF. 166· W. 23d St .. New York

CHINESE
DENTISTS
PULL TEETH
WITH FINGERS
Although
the
Chinese b o a s t
that nothing is
new to them, and
that all the arts
and sciences are
old
stories
in
China, 4t is still
true that for operations in dentistry we would
ha1·dly care to go
to a Chinese.
The work of
old-time Chinese
dentists is ludicrously primitive.
The operator extracts all teeth
with his fingers.
From youth to
manhood he is
trained to pull
pegs
from
a
wooden b o a r d ,
and this training
changes the aspect of the hand
and gives him a
finger grip that is
equivalent to a
lifting power of
three
or
four
hupdred pounds.
For toothache
he employs opium, peppermint
Sometimes he fills
and
clove
oil.
Sometimes he fills
teeth, but he does
it so poorly that
the fillings fall
out after a few
months.
There is an element of superstition in his work,
for he asserts
that all dental
troubles are
brought on by
tooth worms, and
he always shows
the nerve pulp to
the patient as
such a worm. For
humbugging purposes also the
dentist
carries
about in his pocket some white
grubs, and after
he has extracted·
a tooth he shows
a grub to the sufferer as the cause
of all the trouble.
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$2500 REWARD
For the Capture of An Unknown Man
Finger Print Detective in surprisingly short time.

Twice he had entered the St. Clair Mansion. What
was he after? Who? What was in danger?
Berteau, the famous detective had warned St. Clair
that th• myateriou• maraad~r would come

Free Course in Secret Service
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For a limited time we are making a special offer of
And now-a noise in the passage ! · The creak of an
a Prol•••ional Finger Print Outfit. ab•olutely Fr•••
opening door. A shot in the dark! A capture!
and Free Cour•• in Secret Service lntelli,renc•~
Is this wounded stranger the mysterious intruder? Who
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open
could tell? Yet Berteau identified the man without
a brilliant career for you.
hesitation and won the $2500 reward.
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More Trained Men Needed
The demand for trained men by governments, states,
cities, detective agencies, corporations, and private
bureaus is becoming greater every day. Here is a real
opportunity for YOU. Can you imagine a more fascinating line of work than this? Often life and death
depend upon finger print evidence- and big rewards
r,_o to the expert. Many experts earn regularly from
1$3,000 to $10,000 per year.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learn the sec~ts of this science at
home in your spare time. Any man with common
school education and average ability can beco11Je a
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·Joseph J1nderson
AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
how he had been a faUure all his ·life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would. be a more
11uccessful man than he was.
J3ut no l My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hands. My
brain didn't count.

I

a

salary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better home and all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.

T

O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this:-Fi11d ottt what the
I. C. S. can do for yott!
It will take only a minute 0£ your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today!
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
a week, either I

T

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, had left school when he was fourl'een years
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
get otit of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So he got in touch with the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
road for him-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
· great institutions who are earning $25,000 and
$50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't ·
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man who, through spare time study, lifted
himself from $25 to $75 a week. It made an impression on me because it talked in terms I could
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
I could do as well.
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
return mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up
the education I had deaied myself as a boy.
I was surprised to find out how fascinating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew ther~ was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere,
Four months after I enrolled my c:,mployer ume
to me and told me that he always gave preference
~o men who etudied their jobs-and that my next
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INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE

:BOX 4493

----

SCHOOLS

SCRANTON, PA.

Without cost or oblia-ation vlease explain how I can quality for
the position. or 1n the subject before which I have marked an X:
ELEC. ENGINEER
BUSINESS MANAGEM'T
Electric Lighting & Railways
SALESMANSHIP
Electric Wiring
ADVERTISING
Telegraph Engineer
D Show Card & Si.in Ptr.
Telephone Work
D Railroad Positions
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
O ILLUSTRATING
Mechanical Draftsman
D Cartooning
Machine Shop Practice
D Private Secretary

§

~

Toolmaker
Gns Engine Ooeratln1

0 CIVIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping ·
B
MINE FOREMAN or ENG·R
0 STATIONARY ENGINEER

Marine Enelneer
ARCfilTECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman

/
1

I

Concrete Builder
Structural Enalneer
PLUMBING & HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
T~xtlle Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Pharmacy

§

D Business Correspondent
0 BOOKKEEPER

O Stenographer & Typla~
D Certlfled Public Accountanl
O TRAFFIC MANAGER
ORallway Accountant

D Commercial Law
B
000D ENGLISH
Common School Subject,
O CIVIL SERVICE
B
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILES
O Mathematica
D Navigation
B
AGRICULTUREO Spanllh
Poultry Raisin& OBank!ni:

OAirvlane Engines

Name .....................................................................................................
Street
a-10-aa
and J:Jn ,. .......................................................................................... .... ..
CllY ........... , .. ,., ,. ...................... · ............ ltatt ...................................... ..
()ccupation .........M,., ............ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ __

Person, "111,ding in Canada aho-uld ,end this coupon to the lnterna-

Uo11al Corre1ponde,1ce

So'Aooz,

Oanadian., Limited., M'111trcal.i Canado.

~

WILD

~

•\

't

l

WEST !WEEKLY
.....
ISSVES - -

LATEST

987 Young Wihl \Ve~t Arter tlte Outlaws; or, Ariella's
Hard-Earneu Victory.
1188 .. Prize Claim; or, '.l.'he Gold of Good-by Gulcu.
989 " Booming a To"°n; or, Arietta and tbe Land
Sharks.
990 " Saving a Ranch; or, Tbe Fire Fiends of the
Bar-X Rauge.
991 " Secret Enemy; or, Arletta's Mine Fight.
992 " and the Pawnee Chief; or, Routing tht! Rene1rnde Redskins.
U9a " Arter a l.l:.u.1 tlunch; or, Arietta and the Cattle
Crooks.
994 " Plucky Fight; or, The Shot That Saved a Lite.
995 " on the Borde,·; or, Arietta Between Two Fires.
lJ96 " Trailing a '.l.'reasure; o"r, A Mystery of Old
Mexico.
997 " Standing a Siege; or, How Arietta Saved Him.
998 " and the l<'ighting l<'ifteen; or, 'J'Le Raid of the
Savage Sioux.
999 " Lassoing the Lyuchers; or, Arletta's Quiel, Shot.
1000 ,, nnd "Arizona Al"; or, The Wouuerful Luck ot
a Cowboy.
1001 " Corra ling th,. Road Ageob3; or, Arletta and the
Outlaw's Bride.
1002 " Facing His Foes; or, The Shake-Up At Shiver
'
Split.
1003 " Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow
Girls.
100-i " Hotte~t Trnll; or, The Gold Cache of the
Desert.
1005 " Rifle Duel; or. Arietta's Cross-fire.
1006 " and "Domino Dick''; or, The Broncho Bu.ster's
Bad Ilreak .
1007 " 'l'rap1;ing the Horse '.l.'hieves; or, Arlettn's.
Qul<-k Work.
1008 " and thE' Choctaw Chit-!; or, The Hidden Valley aud the Lost Tribe.
1009 " Followed by Fiends; or, Arietta and the Plotters.
1010 " and the Cactus Queen; or, The Bandits of the
Sand Bills.
1011 " In Dent.I.I Canyon; or, Arletta and the Mnd
Miner.
1012 .. Crack Cavalry; or, The Shot That Won the Day.
1013 " After an Assassin: or, Arietta and the Toughs.
1014 " Shot in the Dark; or, Winning His Weight
In Gold .
1015 " and the IIold Up Me11; or, How Arietta Paicl,
.
Her · Rau•om.
1016 " Arizona Round -l ' p; or, Catching the Cattle
Crooks.
1017 " Promise· or, Arletta nod the Blue Mnrk.
1018 " As Aven'ger; or, The Vigilants' Mistake.
1019 " After the Death Dealers; or, A Hot Fight In
. J
tbe Gulch.
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arietta and the M.vsterious Canoe.
1021 " Going the Limit; or, The "Shlt1-Dig" at Show
Down.
10'.!2 '' Condemne<.l to Den th: or, Arietta's Prairie Race.
1023 " Savini'! His Rnnch; or. Wiping Out an Old Si'ore.
102+ " Caught br Conu1.u chPs; or, Arietta Darin.ct DPat11.
1025 " Showing l'p a She1·itl'; or. The Right Man Ou a
Wl'ong Trnll.
1026 " Reckless Ride; or, Arietta's Hairbreadth Escnpe.
For sale by all newsdealer•, or will be sent to any

address on receipt of prie~, 7c per copy, in 1noney or
1>ostage &tamps. by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
N~w York City
166 West 23d Street,

SCENA RIOS

.HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price Sfl Oc,nta Per 0<>11:,-

Thle book contains all the most recent chance. In the
method of construction and onbmlsslon of scenarios.
Blxty Leuona, e<>verlng enry pha11e ol. scenario wrttlns.

For aale by all Newsdealers and Bookstorea.

It :,ou eannot proou1'9 a eopy,- eencl ua the prl~
Ill cents, lo money or postaire atampa, and we wU1
mall you one, poetage tree. Addreu
1,. BIIINABJIINS, U9 Bnenth

!-Ye.,

New York. Jr, Y,

~

OUR ·TEN-fl~ T HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructiv~n d Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No.

:r

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULlJM

AND

DR.EAM

BOOK.-Contai ning the great oracle of humau destiny; also the. true meaning of alU1ost any kind of
dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, and curious
games of cards.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-'\'he great book ot
magic and card tricks, containing full instruction 011 all
tbe lending card tricks of the day, also the most popular
magical illusions as performed !Jy our leading magicians; eve1·y boy should obtain a copy of this !Jook.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts nod wile• or
ttirtatiou are fully explainea by this little !;look. Ilesides tbe various methods of bandkerchief, fan, glove,
parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a full list
of tbe language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. llOW TO DANCE is tlte Litle of this little
book. lt contains full instructions in the art of dancing,
etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, bow to dress,
and full directions for calling otI iu !ill popular square
dances.
No. a. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-.A complete guide
to love, courtsbip and marriage, giving sensillle advice,
1·ules and etiquette to be o!Jserveu, with many curious
and interesting things not generall.v known,
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-G ivlug
tull instrucuons for Uie use of dumbuells, ludian clul.Js,

p1,rallel 1,ars, uon~ont>Ll !Jars and various otlter methods
of developing a good, healthy muscle; containing ove.r
sixty illustrations.
No. 7, HOW '1'0. KEEP BIRDS.-Hands omely lllustrated >J.lld contuiuing full instructions for the manage•
meul and training of the canary, mocking bird, bol:Jolink,
blackl:Jircl., pnroqnet, parrot, etc.
HOW 'l'O BECOME A VENTRILOQU IST.)lo. 9.
1.ly llarry Kennedy. .l!Jvery intelligeut !Joy reading this
uook of instructions can master the art, and create any

amount or fun for himself and fritinds, It is the greatest uook ever pu!Jlished.
HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense
No. 10.
Containing over thirty illustrations of
made easy.
guards, blows, and lbe ditierent positions of a good
t,oxer. E,·ery boy shoultl obtain one of these useful and
Instructive books, as it will teach you how to box wll1'·
out all instructor.
No,

HOW

11.

TO

WR~TE

LOVE-LETTE RS.-A

most complete little book, containing full directions for
writing love-lette.rs, and when to use them, giving svecl·
men letters for young and old.
No. 12,

HOW TO WRl'l'E LET'l'ERS TO LADIES.-

Giviug Colllplete instructions for Wl'iting letters to
ladies on all subjects; also letters of introtluction, note~
/
autl requeste.

No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; or, BOOK OF ETIQU.ET'l'E
-H is n great liftJ secret, and one that eve.ry young

man desires
in it.

to know

all a!Jout.

There's

happines/i

N.,, H. BOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete I.Jnndbook for making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups,
essences, etc., etc.
No.

17.

HOW

TO

DO

.IIIECHANICAL

TRICKS.-

C<'u tnining complete instructions for performing over
sixty mechanical tricks. }'ully illustrated.
No. 18.

HOW TO BECO.IIIE BEAUTIFUL, -Ooe

ot

tbe brigblest and most 'Valuable little hooks ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to become beau tifnl, both male and female. 'l'he secret 18
simple, and almost costless.
.

HOW TO ENTE.R'.1.'AIN AN EVENING
No. 20.
PARTY.-A coruple~e co';llpe_ndium or games, sports,

card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable tor parlor .or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for the mon.ey than any book published.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most COU.•
plete hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full instructions about guns, hunting dogs, traps
trapping and fishing, together with description of gam&
and fish.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAl\IS.-Th is little
book givPs the explanation to all kinds of dreams. together with lucky and unlucky days.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any
address' i0n recei[>t of Jlrice, IOc. 1>er copy, In
mon~y or stani-ps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
~ew York
166 West 23d Street,

